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their suspected source regions, 
the auroral zone, anci 

revealed long 

trains of T1D's--lasting for hours-that are not seen in similar mid- 

| latitude observations. The limited results obtained are suggestive of two 

source regions—one auroral and one non-auroral—for high-latitude TID's. 

In addition, other types of F-la>er density perturbations were observed, 

including discovery of what are believed to be two previously undetected 

types. 
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ABSTRACT 

A coordinated program of high-latitude ionospheric observations 

related to geoacoustic research has been carried out at Homer, Alaska. 

The program consisted of two types of observations:  an auroral-radar 

search for sources of ground-detected Auroral Infrasonic Waves (AIW's) 

and HF-Doppler soundings of the F layer for observation of Traveling 

Ionospheric Disturbances (TID's), A 139-MHz radar employing 75-microsecond 

pulses and a 60-foot antenna with its beam fixed on the E layer Just 

north of College, Alaska, was used in the search for AIW sources. Results 

were compared with records of AIW's collected at College by the University 

of Alaska and were consistent with earlier statistical results indicating 

that radar aurora and AIW's are related generally. A clearcut and consis- 

tent radar signature of AIW sources was not found, due, it is believed, to 

limitations of the presert radar instrumentation.  It was established, 

however, that AIW's often (although not always) follow rapid southward 

motion of radar-aurorax features but apparently do not follow similar—or 

even faster—northward motions. This observation is consistent with a 

recent suggestion that AIW's result from Pedersen drift of ions associated 

with auroral arcs moving supersonically southward. A byproduct of the 

radar search has bee i identification of a distinctive radar signature of the 

poleward-expansion phase of auroral (or "polar magnetic") substorms. The 

radar observations were conducted during October and November of 1970, as 

were the related HF-Doppler measurements.  The pilot HF sounding program 

demonstrated the feasibility of observing TID's at a location close to one 

of their suspected source regions, the auroral zone, and revealed long 

trains of TID's—lasting for hours—that are not seen in similar mid- 

latitude observations. The limited results obtained are suggestive of two 
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source regions—one auroral and one non-auroral—for high-latitude TID's, 

In addition,   other types of F-layer density perturbations were observed, 

including discovery of what are believed  to be two previously undetected 

types. 
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I  SUMMARY 

This document reports the results of a coordinated program of Iono- 

spheric observations pertaining to high-latitude geoacoustlcs research. 

The program consisted of two types of measurements, ai ed respectively at 

study of Auroral Infrasonlc Waves (AIW's) and Traveling Ionospheric Distur- 

bances (TID's), Understanding these two phenomena is relevant to the 

problem of detecting and interpreting remote, man-made atmospheric 

pressure disturbances such as those that result from nuclear detonations. 

The phenomena represent sources of naturally occurring geoacoustlc 

energy, which comprises the noise background In which monltorii.^ systems 

must operate. Coordinated study of the two phenomena bears particularly 

on the relationship between the noise background of complementary cystems 

that measure, respectively, perturbations In surlace-level pressure and 

disturbances In the density of the ionospheric F layer at heights of 

several hundred kilometers. 

The two types of observations conducted both involved remote sensing 

of the ionosphere. The AIW-related research consisted of performing and 

interpreting observations of radar backscattering regions in the aurorally 

disturbed E layer, commonly called "radar aurora." Earlier work (Fremouw, 

1970) had shown that AIW's detected with surface-level microbarographs 

were closely related to radar aurora in u statistical sense.  Radar aurora 

had been found to be present over Alaska in periods preceding all of 62 

AIW's received independently by Wilson (private communication) at College, 

Alaska, and in nearly all cases to be present in the direction from which 

the AIW's arrived.  Rapidly moving radar-auroral patches or forms were 

found to be especially closely related to AIW's. 



Wilson (1969a) has found that AIW's follow rapid motions of prominent 

features! in visual auroral forms—often entire arcs—and has interpreted 

them as shock waves created <.>hen the auroral forms are moving supersonically. 

Against the background of a statistical relationship of AIW's with radar 

aurora and a specific relationship with fast-moving visual aurora, a 

search was instituted for a specific radar-auroral signature of AIW's. 

The search and its results are reported herein; it was conducted by 

Stanford Research Institute (SRI) at its auroral radar site near Homer, 

Alaska. The Homer radar is a multi-frequency instrument, but the 

current work was conducted primarily at 139 MHz. The 139-MHz radar was 

operated with a 75-microsecond pulse, providing a range resolution of 

12 km, and a 60-foot antenna, providing angular resolution of 9 degrees. 

The antenna is fully steerable but was operated in fixed position, for 

the most part, in this program. 

The antenna beam was centered, at the 110-km altitude from which most 

auroral echoes are received, on a region Just north of College, Alaska, 

where AIW observations were being conducted by Wilson at the University of 

Alaska. This resulted in radar illumination of the region most likely 

to contain sources of AIW's detected at College and the region monitored 

for visual auroral forms by means of all-sky cameras operated by the 

Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska. 

The antenna was held fixed most of the time in order to facilitate 

measuring the rate of change in range from Homer to the radar auroral 

forms, since rapid north-south motion was anticipated as a hallmark of 

forms associated with AIW. The antenna was briefly scanned in elevation 

once every few minutes to increase coverage and moved slightly in azimuth 

every hour to maximize chances of detecting AIW sources, making use of the 

known diurnal variation of AIW azimuth of arrival at College (Wilson, 1969a). 

Observations were conducted for from six to eight hours (in a few instances. 



lor.ger) each night during six weeks In October and November of 1970, with 

fie exception of one night during which high winds required stowing the 

mtenna. The radar and the observations are described more fully in 

Section III-A. 

In general, the current observations corroborated the earlier finding 

that AIW's tend to originate at times of and in regions of bright, extensive 

radar auroral activity, but the distinctive feature of radar auroral 

records hoped for as a clear-cut radar signature of AIW sources was not 

found.  It is believed that the lack of a consistent signature results 

from Instrumental limitations in the present radar, which nonetheless was 

able to disclose information relevant to understanding the source mechanism 

of AIW's. 

It was observed that AIW's often (although not always) followed the 

rapid motion of identifiable radar-auroral forms southward to near the 

College zenith. On the other hand, several striking cases of distinct 

radar-auroral forns moving rapidly from the south to the north past the 

College zenith were observed, and not a single one of them was followed 

by an AIW at College. This difference between southward- and northward- 

moving forms is consistent with a recent suggestion by Wilson (private 

communication) that AIW's result from momentum imparted to the neutral 

atmosphere, at the height of the E layer, by collisions with ions under- 

going a Pedersen drift due tc the presence of electric fields near 

auroral arcs. 

The observation of the radar-auroral forms in rapid northward motion, 

as a distinctly identifiable phase of auroral-radar development, constitutes 

an unexpected byproduct of the present research. It resulted from the 

shorter pulses and slightly modified data-reduction techniques used for 

the AIW program as contrasted with other auroral-radar observing programs. 

Comparison of the data with all-sky-camera photographs of the aurora made 

3 



at College and with College magnetograms disclosed that what has been 

discovered is the radar signature of the poleward-expansion phase of auroral 

(or "polar magnetic") substorms.  This result is described in Section III-D, 

following a more general discussion of results of the radar observations 

in Section III-C. 

Given the lack of a uniquely identified radar signature for AIW 

sources found in the present work, a further search with the present 

instrumentation does not seem warranted. A fundamental modification of the 

Homer radar, described briefly in Section V, is planned for late 1972. 

Since this modification will greatly facilitate the radar's ability to map 

and track fast-moving radar auroral forms of the type believed to contain 

AIW sources, a one-year moratorium on the radar search is recommended, 

pending readiness of the new instrument.  In the meantime, study of the 

newly discovered auroral-substorm signatures with the existing radar holds 

much more scientific promise. 

Unlike the radar-aurorai/AIW research, which followed earlier, similar 

observations, the research on high-latitude TID constituted a pilot 

program.  Its first goal was to test the feasibility of performing TID 

observations by the HF-Doppler sounding technique at a location close to 

one of the suspected source regions of these propagating F-layer distur- 

bances, the auroral zone. This goal was successfully achieved, with such 

observations in fact being performed at Homer, Alaska, in the same autumnal 

period as the radar observations (i.e., October and November of 1970). 

The technique and apparatus used are described in Section IV-A. 

The observations consisted of transmitting continuous-wave (CW) 

signals from three locations around the Kenai Peninsula in Alaska, with all 

signals being received at the Homer radar site. Propagation conditions 

and some transmitter difficulties limited the amount of data obtained, 



but sufficient data were collected to permit observation of several 

Interesting types of F-layer disturbances, Including the TID's that were 

sought. 

In the case of some TID's, It was possible to measure the arrival 

direction and speed of propagation; these limited results are consistent 

with the possibility of two distinct source mechanisms.  Two mechanisms— 

one of meteorological and one of auroral origin—might prove to be the 

source of long-standing confusion in lower-latitude TID observations. 

In addition to the anticipated TID's, other types of F-layer pertur- 

bations—both previously known and, it is believed, newly discovered— 

were observed.  The previously known ones Include a type associated with 

geomagnetic disturbance; the newly discovered ones are of two types. 

The first new type resembles CW-Doppler signatures obtained on paths near 

the magnetic equator but with one consistent difference. The second new 

type consists of periodic modulation of spectral spread, with the modulation 

envelope having the appearance of pearl-type geomagnetic micropulsations. 

The newly discovered types of F-layer disturbance seem worthy of 

investigation on their own, and the TID observations suggest that Homer, 

Alaska is an excellent site for such measurements.  The TID signature 

recorded was similar to that obtained at middle latitudes, but the Homer 

results revealed two TID's that had at least 12 cycles of regular variation 

over at least a four-hour duration.  Such persistence is not observed at 

middle latitudes. 

It is suggested that longer-term HF-Doppler observations be conducted 

at Homer, concentrating on measurement of the diurnal variation of TID 

arrival direction.  This should permit "tracking" of the midnight sector 

of the auroral oval around the magnetic pole if this sector is in fact a 

TID source region.  It should also be possible to test the hypothesis that 

there are two distinct high-latitude source regions and probable mechanisms 

of TID. 
5 
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II BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

Remote nuclear detonations are  detectable by means of the pressure 

perturbations they produce in the atmosphere over a great range of 

altitudes.  Detection techniques exist that are based (1) on directly 

measuring pressure variations at the ground, and (2) on observing effects 

that propagating pressure disturbances in the non-ionized atmospheric gas 

produce on plasma contained in the F-layer of the ionosphere (at alti- 

tudes of a few hundred kilometers).  In both these altitude regimes, a 

variety of natural pressure and density perturbations occur; their source 

and propagation characteristics are of concern because (1) they represent 

the geoacoustic noise background in which monitoring systems must operate, 

and (2) they can yield information on relevant atmospheric parameters and 

processes. 

The research reported herein, which comprised two separate but 

related experiments, pertains to natural phenomena in both the above 

altitude regimes; the observations made, however, consisted of probing 

the ionosphere by radio techniques in both cases.  In one case, an 

auroral-backscatter radar located in Homer, Alaska was used in a search 

for sources of Auroral Infrasonic Waves (AIW) , which are detected at 

ground level by acoustic techniques (Wilson and Nichpareako, 1967).  In 

the other case, the Doppler shift imposed by density variations in the 

ionosphere on high-frequency (HF) radio signals reflected from the 

F-layer was measured. 

AIW's, which have been recognized for about a decade (Chrzanowski 

et al., 1961), are pressure waves with periods in the range of ten to 

one hundred seconds, associated with auroral activity.  Research con- 

ducted in Alaska by Wilson (1967, 1969a, 1969b) has shown that AIW's 

follow supersonic motion of visual auroral forms and the elfctrojet 
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currents associated with them.  Wilson interprets the AIW's as shock 

waves from an auroral source of infrasound.  In support of his investi- 

gations into the source mechanism of AIW's, Stanford Research Institute 

(SRI) conducted a search In 1969 (Fremouw, 1970) for aurorally associated 

radar backscatteriog regions (i.e., radar aurora) in rapid motion that 

mi^ht contain AIW sources.  This report describes recent, more detailed 

radar observations. 

The earier work showed a strong statistical relation between radar 

aurora—especially when in rapid motion—and AIW's.  Twenty-minute to 

sixty-minute periods just prior to recording of AIW's by Wilson at 

College, Alaska were chosen for analysis of radar data collected at 

Homer, Alaska.  This resulted in radar data for 62 AIW events; similar 

data were selected for 23 control periods in which AIW's were not 

observed.  A statistical analysis was then carried out, with emphasis 

on radar aurora in rapid motion, which was taken to be "supersonic" if 

the radar revealed range variation in excess of 300 m/s. 

The results of the statistical analysis were summarized in Table VI 

of the report by Fremouw (1970) and in the associated discussion.  The 

salient points included observation of somewhat more radar aurora over 

Alaska, generally, at times of AIW activity that at other times, and 

considerably more radar aurora in locations along the azimuth of arrival 

at College AIW's than along the same azimuths during comparable control 

perl .s.  More pertinent, however, was the result that supersonic motion 

of the radar aurora (as defined above) was seen only in the AIW-related 

data periods, including such motion along the AIW arrival azimuths. 

The above statistical results showed that radar-auroral backscat- 

tering regions in rapid motion were related in time and general location 

to source regions of AIW's.  They did not, however, show any one-to-one 

relationship that could clearly be interpreted in terms of cause and 



effect.  Nonetheless, it was established that supersonic radar-auroral 

motions and the AIW's known to follow supersonic visual aurora tend to 

develop in the same stages and regions of polar magnetic substorm 

activity.  While not surprising, this result could not be assumed a 

priori because of the nuclear relation between visual and radar aurora 

and because of the lack of past work on the radar aurora in terms of 

substorm development. 

The radar data used in the 1969 study were taken from several 

observing seasons at the Homer radar site, with the instrument and 

observing schedule set for other purposes. For the most part, the data 

lent themselves only to statistical study.  However, a few individual 

events suggested that the radar may have detected auroral-backscattering 

plasma moving with the source of individual AIW's.  It was decided, 

therefore, to perform observations with the radar and the observing 

procedure optimized for AIW-related research.  It is this set of obser- 

vations and the results thereof that are reported in Section III of 

this report. 

AIW's, as a natural geoacoustic phenomenon detected at the earth's 

surface, represent noise or interference to ground-level monitoring 

systems even though their origin is in the ionosphere.  Related iono- 

spheric processes might be supposed to produce noise or interference on 

F-layer monitoring systems.  The degree to which the noise environments 

in which ground-level and F-layer systems must operate are related, and 

the nature of any such relationship is of interest to the ARPA/AFOSR 

geoacoustics community (minutes of 1970 meeting). 

A natural geoacoustics phenomenon of concern for F-layer systems 

manifests itself as Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (TID's), which 

produce phase- and group-path perturbations and attendant Doppler shifts 

on the signals employed in such systems.  TID's have been extensively 



studied in many parts of the world for the past two decades.  In spite 

of this effort, neither the source mechanisips nor the source locations 

of naturally occurring TID's are known.  There exist many papers Indi- 

cating the TID's may originate within the auroral zone, but some papers 

also have been published to the contrary.  In addition, some suggestions 

have been made that TID's may be generated elsewhere—In particular. In 

the tropospher.?, where sufficient energy is available In the jet stream 

and the tidal or weather systems.  Table 1 summarizes the suggestions 

that have been made on TID sources. 

The evidence that TID's originate In the auroral zone Is based 

either on a correlation of TID occurrence with geomagnetic activity, or 

from deductions based on apparent TID travel directions.  Because most 

measurements are made at relatively great distances from the auroral 

zone, time correlations and travel directions are subject to uncertain- 

ties due to unknown velocities and measurement errors.  Additionally, 

since observational selection by winds, by atmospheric response, and/or 

by equipment sensitivity may bias the measurements, conclusions based on 

travel directions must be interpreted with care. 

Nevertheless, there exists general agreement that at least a signi- 

ficant portion of TID's do originate in the auroral zone and that they 

are manifestations of atmospheric internal gravity waves.  The mode of 

propagation, however, whether freely propagating or confined to a leaky 

or fully ducted mode, is still a subject of some debate.  The suggestions 

for specific source mechanisms are highly speculative.  Suggested sources 

include the following:  (1) a thermal process whereby the ionosphere is 

suddenly heated by an influx of energetic particles (Elkins and Slack, 

1969; Maeda and Watanabe, 1964); (2) collisional interaction between 

neutral particles and ions following application of a Lorentz force J x B 

(Piddington, 1964; Wilson, 1969a; Chimonas and Mines, 1970); and (3) 
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Table 1 

SUMMARY OF TID SOURCE SUGGESTIONS 

Reference Hemisphere 

Observed Characteristics 

and Suggested Sources 

Baker and Gledhill (1965) S Sunrise In F-region          ' 

Bowman (1965) S Certain auroral forms, red    i 

arcs, and VLF EM emission     i 

1 Bowman (1967) s Radio and optical auroras     | 

and magnetic activity        1 

| Chan and Vlllard (1962) N Correlates with magnetic      1 

sudden commencement          1 

Davis and da Rosa (1969) N Amplitude of electron-density 

fluctuations related to mag-  j 

netic activity, possible rela- 1 

tion to polar substorm 

Elklns and Slack (1969) N Injection of energetic elec- 

trons into auroral-zone iono- 

sphere                     j 

Georges (1968) N Auroral region 

Goodwin (1968) N No correlation with magnetic  1 

storms, associated with D-    1 

region absorption 

Heisler (1958, 1963) S No correlation with magnetic 

activity 

Hunsucker and Tveten (1967) N Greater than half of events 

correlate with magnetic      j 

activity                  j 

Klostermeyer (1969) N Tropospheric source         | 

Liszka and Taylor (1965) N Large irregularities correlate j 

with magnetic and scintilla- 

tion activity                1 

Munro (1958) s No correlation with magnetic  | 

activity                   1 
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Table  1   (concluded) 

Observed Characteristics   | 

s          Reference Hemisphere and Suggested Sources 

Price (1954) S No correlation with solar    1 

flare, auroral activity, or   1 

magnetic K Indices 

Thomas (1959) N Velocity Increases with mag-  i 

netic activity              j 

| Thome (1968) N Association with geomagnetic  1 

storm                      1 

Titheridge (1968) S Possible source in polar 

region                     1 

Vasseur and Waldteufel (1969) N Correlates with magnetic      ■ 
activity                   | 

1 Wright (1961) S Correlates with magnetic     1 

activity                   | 
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heating caused by current flow about the auroral oval (joule heating) 

(Cole, 1962; Chimonas and Hines, 1970). 

The state of understanding of TID's that originate at auroral lati- 

tudes currently is similar to the state of understanding of AIW's a few 

years ago.  Surface acoustic noise from auroral regions was recognized 

for a long time on the basis of mid-latitude observations, but Insight 

into its generation progressed much more rapidly once observations were 

begun within the auroral zone.  It seems reasonable to hope for anala- 

gous progress from TID observations nearer to the presumed auroral source 

regions, and It was with this in mind that the pilot program of HF- 

Doppler soundings of the F-layer in Alaska, reported in Section IV of 

this report, was Initiated. 

While the HF-Doppler observations represent a self-contained exper- 

iment for study of a phenomenon of concern in its own right, they are 

closely related to AIW research both in application and in phenomenology. 

As Indicated above, for application of the research reported herein, 

there is interest in F-layer conditions at times of surface-level geo- 

acoustic activity and vice versa.  The joint phenomenologlcal interest 

in AIW's and TID's stems from the possibility that they have similar or 

related source mechanisms. 

Judging from recent simultaneous observations at College, Alaska, 

and Inuvik, Northewest Territories, Wilson (private communication) 

believes that AIW's result from momentum transfer from ions to neutral 

molecules in the auroral E layer In the presence of a Pedersen current 

carried with supersonic visual auroral forms.  Since wave energy should 

propagate upward from an auroral source as well as downward, TID's may 

be generated in a similar manner when a source region attains a suitable 

time and size scale.  Conditions appropriate for TID generation may 

arise at some phase of a substorm and/or may occur in conjunction with 

AIW production. 
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Thus, the objectives of the research proposed herein were (1) to 

study aurorally associated radar backscattering regions (radar aurora) 

in rapid motion as possible sources of auroral infrasonic waves, and 

(2) to investigate the role of auroral activity ai a possible source of 

traveling ionospheric disturbances.  Specifically, it was proposed to 

conduct auroral-radar and HF-Doppler-sounder observations at Homer, 

Alaska during the months of October and November of 1970 and to analyze 

the resulting data. 

The objective of the radar data analysis was to relate the position 

and velocity of the observed auroral forms to the source regions of 

AIW's observed under separate contract simultaneously at College, Alaska 

by the Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska.  Similarly, 

the HF-Doppler data were to be analyzed for speed and direction of TID's, 

with special regard to possible relationships with AIW's, radar aurora, 

and other aurorally related phenomena in Alaska. 
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Ill  RADAR SEARCH FOR SOURCES OF AURORAL INFRASONIC WAVES 

A.  Radar Opsratlon 

The Instrumentation employed for this research was described in 

sorre detail in a report on the radar-AIW investigation carried out in 

1969 (Fremouw, 1970).  Important operating characteristics were sum- 

marized in Table 1 of that report, and block diagrams were given in 

Figure 2. Only the salient characteristics, as they bear on the obser- 

ving program reported herein, will be discussed in this section. 

o        o 
Now located near Homer, Alaska, at 59.713 N, 151.535 W (magnetic 

o, 
invariant latitude -« 59 ), ehe equipment was developed over a period of 

years at a number of sites, primarily under programs of the Defense 

Atomic Support Agency.  Its major use has been in the study of radar 

clutter produced by nuclear and natural ionospheric phenomena.  It is 

presently capable of operating at any or all of six frequencies, ranging 

from low VHF (50 MHz) through UHF (3000 MHz) using a common, fully 

steerable, 60-foot parabolic antenna for all frequencies.  The antenna 

and the radar vans are shown in Figure 1. 

For the current work, only three of the six radars were employed: 

those operating at 139, 398, and 1210 MHz.  Pertinent characteristics 

of the three radars, as operated in this program, are given in Table 2. 

By far the greatest use was made of data from the 139-MHz radar. 

The only important change in radar characteristics as compared with 

earlier operation was in pulse length.  In the past, identical waveforms 

with 300-^s pulses had been employed, yielding a range resolution of 

45 km and a Doppler resolution of 3.33 kHz.  In the present work, the 

139-MHz radar was operated with the shortest available pulse, giving a 

range resolution of 12 km. This was done in order to maximize the 
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the ability to isolate individual radar-auroral forms and to measure 

their rate of range change, the prime type of data desired. 

Table 2 

PERTINENT RADAR CHARACTERISTICS 

Frequency (MHz) 139 398 1210 

i  Peak power (kW) 50 50 40 

j  Pulse length i^s) 75 1000 300 

!  PRF (p/s) 75 75 75 

Antenna efficiency (%) 50 50 50 

Half-power beamwidth (deg) 9 3 I 

I  Receiver bandwidth (kHz) 26 26 26 

1  Receiver noise level (dBm) 2 2 3 

1  Receiver dynamic range Appro> .imately 80 dB 

Polarization (transmit and receive) V V V  j 

Earlier work had left little likelihood that Doppler-shift data 

were important for AIW purposes (Fremouw, 1970) .  Once the Homer site 

is activated, however, there is virtually no added expense and little 

added effort required to operate more than one radar.  Therefore, the 

398-MHz instrument was run, using the longest available pulse—1 ms, 

yielding a Doppler resolution of 1 kHz (equivalent to a Doppler velocity 

resolution of 377 m/s).  Similarly, the 1210-MHz radar was operated as 

a monitor on intense radar-auroral activity, since the strength of 

return from a given aurora decreases with increasing observing frequency, 

Returns were seen at 1210 MHz on a number of occasions during the obser- 

ving period. 

In the earlier work (Fremouw, 1970) it had been found that a com- 

plete mapping of radar aurora over Alaska was seldom feasible on the 

time scale needed for AIW research.  Such mapping has often been done 



in the past by scanning the antenna in a grid pattern of azimuth and 

elevation, but such an "all-sky scan" takes several minutes. During 

such a period, the rapidly moving forms of interest for AIW research 

change location and shape significantly. Only In fortuitous circum- 

stances was It possible to obtain a useful velocity measurement on such 

forms in the "all-sky-scan" mode of operation. [See, for Instance, 

Figure 13 and the associated discussion in the report by Fremouw (1970)], 

On the other hand, the earlier work suggested that measurement of 

one velocity component—i.e., range rate—with the antenna fixed at a 

preselected position of interest might lead to identification and per- 

tinent iniormation about radar auroral sources of AIW's.  [See, for 

instance. Figure 14 and the associated discussion in the report by 

tremouw (1970)]. Thus, the mode of radar operation used in the present 

work was essentially the fixed-antenna mode. 

Figure 2 shows the observing geometry in plan view. Auroral radar 

echoes result from backscattering by structure in aurorally disturbed 

E-layer ionization. The plasma structure of importance is that having 

a scale in the range dimension on the order of the radar wavelength 

and is found empirically to be elongated along the geomagnetic field. 

The field alignment results in strong aspect sensitivity of the strength 

oi the radar returns, with the strongest and most frequent echoes being 

received from auroral plasma located where the radar beam Intersects the 

geomagnetic field within a few degrees of perpendicularity. Contours 

of zero- and one-degree off-perpendicularity are shown In Figure 2 for 

observations from Homer of the 110-km level. 

The circle In Figure 2 centered on the location of College, Alaska 

represents the region covered with good accuracy at the 110-km level by 

an auroral all-sky camera. An Intersecting arc, centered on Ft. Yukon, 

Alaska shows the region jointly covered by the College and Ft. Yukon 
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all-sky cameras,  Superimposed on the figure, in the Jointly covered 

region, is a bolder arc, centered on Homer, that represents the inter- 

section ot the radar beam center with the 110-km level for an antenna 

o 
elevation angle of 6 . This arc lies (at the 110-km level) at a mag- 

o 
netic invariant latitude of approximately 66 , a region of considerable 

visual and radar auroral activity during nighttime hours. 

During the local nighttime hours corresponding to 0900 to 1700 UT 

(2300 to 0700 AST), the preferred arrival azimuth of AIW's observed at 

o o 
College progresses from about 40  through north to about 335 . For 

o 
radar observations at 6 elevation from Homer, this corresponds to a 

westward progression of radar azimuth, between the two X's shown in 

o 
Figure 1, at about 2 per hour. 

A radar observing schedule was used that sought to take advantage 

of (1) the fixed-antenna radar mode, (2) the strong auroral-radar echoes 

obtainable from a region of near-magnetic perpendicularity at a magnetic 

latitude of 66 , (3) the possibility of simultaneous all-sky-camera data 

on the visual aurora from College and/or Ft. Yukon, and (4) the known 

morphology of AIW activity.  It consisted of activating the radar at 

o o 
about 0900 UT, with the antenna set at 6 elevation and 20 azimuth, 

o 
and then changing azimuth only in 2 increments on each hour. Obser- 

o     o 
vat ions usually were terminated at an azimuth between 8 and 6 , between 

1500 and 1700 UT.  (In a few instances of sustained activity, observations 

were continued beyond 1700 UT.) 

Between azimuth changes, the antenna was left fixed about 90 percent 

o 
of the time, being moved only for brief elevation scans between 0 and 10 

at about five-minute intervals for the purpose of periodic checks on 

latitudinal extent of the radar aurora.  Figure 3 shows the observing 

geometry in the elevation plane. Including the altitude regime of the 

large majority of radar aurora and the half-power beamwldths of the 139- 

and 398-MHz radars.  It can be seen that, at such a low elevation angle 
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as (> , i range measurem^nt Is tantamount to a measurement of horizontal 

distance, but that the region of b^nsltlvlty to radar aurora is Increased 

by scanning In elevation annle. 

Radar operation according to the above schedule began on 13 October 

1971 and terminated on 23 November 1971. 

U.   Data Handling 

For the range-rate measurements desired for comparison with AIW 

data, the format used consisted of film records of radar-auroral inten- 

sity vs. ranne and time (Range-Time-Intensity, or RTI, records).  These 

arc commonly used in many radar studies and are obtained, in the present 

case, from analog tape recordings of successive A-scans (records of the 

Intensity of the returned radar signal vs. delay time, which corresponds 

to target range). The recordings made at the Homer site are of both 

the predetected (Intermediate-Frequency, or IF) signal and the detected 

(video) signal, on separate recorder channels. Other tape channels 

contain time, antenna-position information, and a synchronization signal. 

Two types of RTI records were produced for this program.  First, a 

complete set of "quick-look" records was run, as is standard practice 

with all data from the Homer radar. The quick-look records are obtained 

by playing back the video signal into a Granger Associates Model 9190 

electrostatic printing recorder. The Granger recorder acts essentially 

as an oscillograph, with the radar video signal performing "z-axis," or 

Intensity modulation.  Successive A-scans are recorded side by side 

across the chart by an electrostatic printing process, as recorder paper 

is continually advanced to produce the time axis. 

These inexpensive quick-look records are used for data editing and 

are then photographed In groups for a continuing catalog of Homer data. 

Figure 4 Is a reproduction of a data-catalog page, containing quick-look 
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records of i;U)-MHz radar aurora from seven data tapes, each of about 50 

minutes duration.  The records cover a range extent from the radar out 

to 1500 km, which coincides with the beginning of the calibration pulse 

(the dark horizontal band along the top of each record).  Time is indi- 

cated by minute marks, which appear as vertical lines across the records; 

start time and date are indicated at the beginning of each record, along 

with irequency and tape identification number. 

The pattern that recurs on the records, usually at intervals of 

live minutes, results from moving the antenna in an elevation scan from 

its otherwise fixed position. The elevation scans often show some radar 

aurora to the north of that detected with the antenna fixed, but seldom 

show any to the south.  The quick-look records are useful for obtaining 

a synoptic view of radar-auroral activity and for locating unusual 

events.  An event of interest, for instance, is the auroral form seen 

to recede from the radar (slope upward on the record) for several 

minutes near the beginning of the first record in Figure 4 (#163-2); 

we shall return to this type of event in Section III-D. 

The primary goal for analysis of the RTI data was to determine if 

individual sources of AIW's could be identified in the radar aurora. 

To this end, some experimentation in data handling was carried out. Of 

prime Interest was preservation of detailed structure in the records of 

radar echo strength vs. range.  It was found that details of this struc- 

ture sometimes were distorted by slight "ringing" in the electronics 

associated with the video-data, tape-recorder channel.  In a departure 

from past procedures, therefore, the broader-band IF channel, usually 

used only for Doppler analysis, was used. 

After comparison of results from slightly different approaches to 

handling the IF data, a very simple procedure was adopted. The recorded 

IF signal was used directly to intensity-modulate an oscilloscope, which 

effectively detected the signal, with the scope triggered from the 
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recorded sync signal. An attached camera was then used to photograph 

the scope face, with the film continually moving as successive intensity- 

modulated A-scans were displayed. 

The dynamic range of the oscilloscope/film combination is greater 

than that of the Granger electrostatic printing paper, but it still is 

insufficient to display the entire range of radar-auroral intensity 

recorded.  Various electronic and photographic adjustments were used to 

permit detailed study of individual auroral features of interest.  The 

study was performed by visual inspection of 70-mm film on a light table. 

Photographic prints of two such film strips in the format 

actually used appear in Figure 5. 

The combination of shorter transmitted pulse and the use of the 

IF-signal and film format for data processing resulted in considerably 

better range and time resolution than was previously available in Homer 

radar RTI records.  The use of 70-meter film at the rate of 318 mm per 

minute of elapsed observing time, as in Figure 5, also increased a 

viewer's sensitivity to range change. 

C.   Results Concerning AIW Sources 

The data analysis was essentially a search for a distinctive 

feature in the auroral radar RTI records, described in Section III-B, 

that could be identified as the hallnark of an AIW source.  Its prime 

characteristic should be rapid and sustained change in range.  The most 

recent AIW observations of Wilson (private communication) have been 

performed simultaneously at College, Alaska, and Inuvlk, Northwest 

Territories.  (See Figure 2 for locations.) The salient conclusion 

from these two-station observations, for present purposes, is that the 

AIW sources move southward toward the Homer radar and not northward 

away from it. 
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FIGURE 5  TWO EXAMPLES OF RTI RECORDS USED IN DETAILED ANALYSIS 

For the  six-week radar observing pcriot, data wert' obtained from 

Wilson (private communication) for 76 AIVV's that were recorded at 

College.  Oi these, 41 occurred during periods when radar data were 

being recorded.  For these 41 events, available auroral and AIW data 

were assembled.  AIW scalings were obtained from Wilson at the University 

ol Alaska, and the corresponding radar data were edited by means ol the 

"quick-look" records.  In addition, visual auroral data in the iorm ol 

a 1l-sky-caim ra lilms from College and magnetic-disturbance data In the 

form ol College magnetograms were obtained from Wilson.  Table 3 Is a 

tabulation ol the assembled data, except for the magnetograms, which 

were available lor all events. 
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Table 3 

AVAILABLE AIW AND AURORAL DATA 

!           AIW Data Radar Data All-Sky-Camera Data 

Event No. GMT Date GMT Tape No. : Start (GMT) End (GMT) Comments 

4 16 Oct 1025 159-5 0948 1036 Aurora through clouds 

1    6 16 Oct 1222 159-7 1157 1245 Cloudy 

i   7 16 Oct 1243 159-7 1157 1245 Cloudy 

11 17 Oct 1211 159-11 1131 1220 Cloudy 

1   12 17 Oct 1316 159-12 1227 1315 Cloudy 

1   13 17 Oct 1358 159-13 1319 1408 Cloudy 

!   i5 18 Oct 0859 159-19 0857 0945 Cloudy 

!   16 18 'v-t 0944 159-19 0857 0945 Cioudy 

1  19 
22 Oct 094:? 160-9 0937 1028 Cluudy 

1  20 22 Oct 0956 160-9 0937 1028 Cloidy 

1   21 22 Oct 1110 160-10 1034 1120 Clcady 

22 22 Oct 1132 160-11 1125 1212 Cloudy 

\       23 22 Oct 1148 160-11 1125 1212 Aurora through clouds 

|   24 22 Oct 1157 160-11 1125 1212 Aurora through clouds 

1   26 22 Oct 1422 160-12 1348 1435 Cloudy 

1   27 22 Oct 1430 160-12 1348 1435 Cloudy 

!   28 22 Oct 1440 160-12 1348 1435 Cloudy 

!   35 23 Oct 1048 160-14 1003 1049 No data 

36 24 Oct 1201 160-20 1159 1246 Aurora through clouds 

43 5 Nov 1625 161-19 1550 1636 Cloudy 

j   46 6 Nov 0958 161-20 0954 1041 No data 

|   47 6 Nov 1141 161-21 1043 1131 No data 

48 6 Nov 1223 161-22 1133 1220 No data 

50 7 Nov 0933 162-3 0921 1008 Good data 

51 7 Nov 1071 162-4 1010 1057 Good data 

54 7 Nov 1026 162-4 1010 1057 Good data 

55 7 Nov 1020 162-4  • 1010 1057 Good data 

56 7 Nov 1118 162-5 1101 1148 Good data 

!   57 7 Nov 1124 162-5 1101 1148 Good data 

58 7 Nov 1204 162-6 1151 1238 Good data 

j   59 7 Nov 1210 162-6 1151 1238 Good data 

i   60 7 Nov 1415 162-8 1333 1421 Good data 
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Table 3 (concluded) 

AIW Ualii Radar Data All-Sky-Camera Data 

Event No. GMT Date GMT Tape No. Start (GMT) End (GMT) Comments 

61 7 Nov M20 162-8 1333 1421 Good data 

62 7 Nov 1426 162-9 1424 1511 Good data 

03 7 Nov 1438 162-9 1424 1511 Good data 

61 7 Nov 1448 162-9 1424 1511 Good data 

65 7 Nov 1338 162-10 1513 1601 Good data          j 

69 13 Nov 1348 163-10 1311 1359 Cloudy 

70 18 Nov 1456 163-25 1409 1457 No data 

71 18 Nov 1510 164-1 1500 1545 No data 

72 18 Nov 1518 164-1 1500 1545 No data            I 
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There was no attempt or need to repeat the statistical study of 

the AIW/radar-aurora relationship carried out earlier (Fremouw, 1970) , 

For purposes of event selection for detailed data comparison, however, 

maps were made of AIW arrival direction and radar-beam location.  An 

example is shown in Figure 6, where the straight line terminating at 

College represents the measured arrival azimuth of the AIW's and the 

box enclosing College and Ft. Yukon represents the approximate half-power 

coverage pattern of the 139-MHz radar at E-layer heights.  The situation 

shown in Figure 6 is quite representative of the coincident coverage 

obtained from the observing routine described in Section III-B. 

Auroral echoes were present on all the radar data tapes listed in 

Table 3 in the period Just prior to AIW reception, except in one case. 

Generally speaking, the radar aurora in these periods was rather ex- 

tensive and strong. The one case in which no echo was received turned 

out also to be the one case in the entire data collection in which the 

radar was "looking in the wrong direction." Thpt is, it was the one 

case in which the AIW arrival line did not enter the radar coverage 

pattern (as illustrated in Figure 6) at all.  This resulted from an 

unusual early-morning (1625 UT) AIW arriving from the northeast, while 

the radar was aimed to the north and wert of College in accord with 

statistical expectation of AIW arrival direction. 

The consistency with which radar aurora was observed prior to AIW 

arrivals at College vindicates the radar-aiming routine used. At the 

same time, this consistency and the one exception to it described above 

reinforce the statistical result from the earlier study that bright and 

extensive radar aurora is strongly related in at least a general way to 

AIW activity, even though no synoptic type of study was performed in the 

present program. That is, AIW's occur at times of, and arrive from 

directions of, strong radar auroral activity. 
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Turning now to the search for an AIW signature in the auroral 

radar records, the first approach was to use only the AIW and radar 

data, without resorting to the supporting all-sky-camera observations. 

A few events in Table 3 were excluded on the basis of editing the 

"quick-look" radar records. These included events for which radar 

observations were interrupted by tape changes in the period just prior 

to AIW recording, and events in which the radar aurora was too "solid" 

in range extent to permit identification of structure that could be 

regarded as Individual forms or features.  For the remaining events, 

the radar IF signals were used to produce RTI records on film, of the 

type shown in Figure 5. 

The film RTI records were scanned visually in the hope of finding 

a distinctive AIW signature—i.e., a repeatable feature associated with 

AIW reception at College that would stand out clearly on the records. 

Again, the expected characteristic of such a feature would be that it 

would move rapidly toward the radar—presumably at a speed noticeably 

greater than similar features not associated with AIW and at a speed 

that could be identified as supersonic in the auroral E layer. 

Figure 7 (top) shows two distinctive developments in the 139-MHz 

radar aurora having the characteristic described above. The developments 

consist of strongly backscattering regions moving out of the north from 

a region of more stationary radar aurora and approaching the radar at 

high velocity, as Indicated by the large slope of the echoes in the 

range-vs.-time plane. The development on the right-hand end of the 

record shows the higher closing speed, with the leading edge approaching 

the radar at about 1200 m/s. This velocity was sustained for more than 

two minutes, with the echoing region moving well over 150 km. 

The horizontal arrows at the ends of the radar record in Figure 7 

indicate the range of the College zenith from Homer at an altitude of 
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22 OCTOBER 1970 

1110 

TIME,   UT 

FIGURE   7       TWO  DISTINCTIVE   RADAR-AURORAL DEVELOPMENTS 
(topi  AND AN  AIW  FOLLOWING ONE OF  THEM  (bottom). 
Arrows denote range of the College zenith. 
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110 km.  The rapidly approaching feature of interest reached this 

range some seconds before 1108 UT.  Wilson's list of AIW's included 

one that arrived at the nominal time of 1110 UT; the infrasonic record 

of this event is shown in Figure 7 (bottom).  The record consists of 

superimposed traces from three microbarographs, with the AIW's repre- 

sented by the existence of coherent oscillations in the three traces, 

peaking at 1110 UT, 

Although one might have expected a slightly greater time delay 

between passage of the radar auroral form over College and arrival of 

the AIW's, nonetheless the sequence of events described above, on its 

own, is an encouraging one in the search for an auroral-radar signature 

of AIW's.  However, the similar radar-auroral development between 1040 

and 1050 UT negates this encouragement.  In this earlier development, 

the leading edge approached at about 800 m/s, with this speed again 

sustained for over two minutes.  Again, the form reached the range of 

the College zenith, with the radar beam illuminating the E-layer over 

College.  However, no AIW was reported by Wilson until the one at 1110 

UT, about 24 minutes later. 

Inspection of the other film RTI records produced similarly incon- 

clusive results. A number of radar-auroral features were found to move 

toward the College zenith in the periods preceding AIW reception at 

College. These features were not unique, however, with similar motions 

taking place that were not followed by AIW's.  (It should be borne in 

mind here that all records used were selected on the basis of AIW occur- 

rence.  The statement above means that one-to-one identifications of 

radar-auroral forms as AIW sources were not made; it is not inconsistent 

with earlier statistical findings that the two phenomena tend to occur 

together.) 
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With only Luconclusive nsulis from the two-way comparison between 

radar and AIVV data, the next step was to appeal for support to the all- 

sky-camcra films. fhe approach here was to find supersonic visual forms 

thought to (.•out a in the source ol an observed .AIW and then to search lor 

,i feature on the radar recards that appeared to be associated with the 

visual form. Figure 8 shows an informative result of this search, I'rom 

data taken on 7 November 1970, UT. 

0940 0950 1000 
TIME,  UT 

1010 1020 

1017 1020 1023 1026 

TIME, UT 

FIGURE 8      COMPARISON  OF  VISUAL-AURORAL  DEVELOPMENT 
(top),   RADAR-AURORAL DEVELOPMENT (center), 
AND AIW  RECORD  (bottom) 
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On the bottom of Figure 8 are shown three superimposed microbarograph 

traces from the College array. They reveal three AIW's, with the traces 

overlaid to match best during the center event, which began at about 

1020 UT.  The other AIW events, which can be seen readily, began at 

about 1017 and 1026 UT, respective1y.  Wilson suggests that these three 

AIW's probably resulted from passage over the College zenith ol the 

auroral westward surge shown in the three all-sky-camtra photographs at 

the top of Figure 8.  The first two AIW's probably were direct shocks 

from the complicated supersonic auroral form, and the third, which has 

a negative-pressure first half cycle may be a reflected shock from the 

same form. 

In the center of Figure 8 is shown the radar-auroral development 

before, during, and after the AIW activity. Unfortunately, the radar 

tape was changed during the time-period shown, resulting in about a 

three-minute break in the record.  Nonetheless, it is clear that at the 

time at which the visual westward surge passed over College, the Homer 

radar was receiving auroral echoes from the range of the College zenith 

(as demarked by the arrows at the ends of the radar record). 

Close inspection shows that the radar auroral form in question was 

approaching Homer from beyond College and thus had a southward component 

of motion toward College, as did the "westward" surge of visual aurora. 

(It should be noted that geomagnetic north is at the top of the College 

all-sky-camera frames and that the radar beam also was directed approx- 

imately along the College magnetic meridian at the time of these obser- 

vations.) The radar auroral form can be traced back across the record 

break and identified as moving toward the south over a period of about 

ten minutes, at about 400 m/s as measured from the slope on the RTI 

record, 

It seems very likely that the radar-auroral feature described above 

was related to the visual auroral feature that passed supersonically over 
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College as a westward surge and lo the AIW that followed.  However, it is 

hardly a unique or striking feature on the RTI record.  Several similar 

features can be seen on the earlier record strip, generally approaching 

the radar and reaching the College zenith, with no ensuing AIW. 

Tliis general southward motion does not seem to persist after the 

westward surge of visual aurora at about 1013 UT, with the radar aurora 

near College dissipating thereafter.  The next prominent radar auroral 

tonn is at a greater range than the College zenith and moving northward. 

We shall ruturn to similar radar-auroral developments In Section III-D. 

Figure 9 shows a comparison of visual and radar auroral data and 

another AIW record, again from the night of 7 November, when the sky was 

clear at College and there was considerable activity.  The combination of 

35-mm data from an SRI-developed all-sky camera utilizing a fish-eye lens, 

operated by the University of Alaska, and the 70-mm RTI data from the 

Homer radar utilizing a 70-^s pulse, has proved to be very useful for 

detailed comparisons, as contrasted with data available In the past. 

Figure 9 again shows identifiable radar-auroral forms moving toward 

Homer from beyond College and enveloping the College zenith at times when 

the College all-sky camera was recording overhead visual aurora that was 

followed by AIW reception.  Again, however, the radar-auroral features do 

not stand out as obviously significant ones on their own.  It Is only 

with the aid of the all-sky camera that they can be Identified as probably 

related to individual AIW's, as in the sequence just before 1120 UT, 

leading to the AIW just after 1124 UT. 

Sometimes the radar can support the all-sky camera, in a complementary 

manner, as in the case of the AIW at 1118 UT.  In this case, no obvious 

visual auroral form moving supersonlcally was found on the College all-sky- 

camera film, but the Homer radar did record sustained southward motion 

from north of College, with the edge of an identifiable feature reaching 
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1119 
TIME,   UT 

1119:30 1120 

1118 1121 
TIME,  UT 

FIGURE 9      ANOTHER  COMPARISON OF  VISUAL-AURORAL,  RADAR-AURORAL, 
AND AIW DEVELOPMENTS 

the  range  of  the College  zenith at   about   1113  UT.     As  pointed   out   above, 

such  features  on the   fixed-antenna  RTI   records   are not   always   followed 

by AIW,   however, and  cannot   be uniquely   identified  as   the radar  signature 

of AIW. 

The  difficulty   is   that   under   the  aurorally   active  conditions   in 

which AIW's  occur,   fixed-antenna   RTI   records  much  of  the   time   show 

southward   motion   in  the   radar  aurora,   and   much  of   this   motion   appears   on 

such records  to  be     supersonic     (range-rate  of   300  m/s  or  greater),   or 

nearly   so.     This   very   likely   results   from   a   geometric   effect,   at   least 
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In part, as can be seen by relerriug to Figures 2 and 6 and to the 

all-sky-camera photographs in Figures 8 and 9. 

The all-sky-camera photographs are dominated by bright auroral 

torma having qua .si-a re like structure that stretches essentially across 

the frames.  Comparison ol the size of the all-sky-camera field and the 

antenna beamwidth at the range of College, from Figures 2 and 6, res- 

pectively, shows that such arc-like forms would stretch entirely across 

the radar beam.  For an arc-like backscattering region with such a shape, 

tilted relative to the geomagnetic meridian and moving approximately 

normally to its own extent, as are the auroral forms in the all-sky 

photographs, the radar would record a range rate larger than the forward 

velocity of the region, since the antenna beam is directed essentially 

along the magnetic meridian. 

Referring to Figure 6, one can see that such an extended form moving 

across the beam would result in a range rate that is greater than its 

forward velocity by a factor equal to the secant of the angle, 6, between 

the forward-velocity vector and the beam-alignment direction.  The geo- 

metrical effect is the same as that for a water wave striking a breakwater. 

In addition, the range depth of such a region, measured with the radar, 

would be greater than its transverse thickness by the same factor. 

When the near end of such an extended but finite backscattering 

region enters the beam, the range-rate of the leading edge of the echo 

will suddenly drop to the radial component of the forward velocity 
2 

(i.e., by a factor of cos 9), while that of the trailing edge will per- 

sist as before.  The range extent of the echo will decrease until the 

backscattering region leaves the beam, producing a wedgelike pattern on 

the RTI records.  Details of the pattern, of course, would be affected 

by the actual shape of the backscattering region and weighted by the 

radar beamshape, but such a sequence of events is sometimes suggested 
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by patterns on the RTI records.  For Instance, see the radar-auroral 

development between about 1105 and 1115 UT in Figure 7.  Other develop- 

ments on the same record also contain some of the described features. 

On the basis of the discussion and figures in this section, it is 

suggested that a VHF or IHF radar is, in fact, capable of detecting 

backscattering plasma containing AIW sources, but that a mort sophisticated 

instrument than the present Homer radar would be necessary for isolating 

and clearly identifying them.  Geometrical effects attendant to the fixed- 

antenna mode of operation, as described in the foregoing discussion, 

result in range rates that can suggest supersonic radar-auroral motions 

even when the backscattering forms are moving subsonically.  This accounts 

for the excess of apparent supersonic forms as compared with recorded AIW. 

On the other hand, only fortuitous circumstances permit more complete 

and accurate description of fast-moving radar-auroral forms by antenna 

scanning, as was found in earlier work (Fremouw, 1970).  We shall return 

to these matters in Section V, turning now to a more definitive and 

unexpected result of the present research. 

D.  Auroral-Substorm Radar Signature—An Unexpected Byproduct 

In addition to the AIW, all-sky-camera, and radar data, inspection 

was made of some College magnetograms, since it is known that AIW sources 

are accompanied by auroral electrojet currents that produce recognizable 

magnetic perturbation patterns (Wilson, 1969b).  In the course of com- 

paring the radar RTI records and the magnetograms for 22 October 1970, 

an interesting sequence of events was noticed. 

The two rapid southward excursions of radar aurora shown in Figure 

7 and discussed near the middle of Section III-C were preceded by a 

similar excursion, in which the radar aurora did not quite reach the 

range of the College zenith as in the two later events.  These three 
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excursions were each accompanied by an identifiable magnetic perturba- 

tion, as can be seen on the magnetOKram shown in Figure 10.  (The radar 

record shown in Figure 7 it reproduced also at the top right of Figure 

10, ior convenience.) 

I'he magnetic perturbations of interest are most readily seen on 

the declination (D) channel as three prominent positive spikes, two 

between 1000 and 1100 UT and one after 1100 UT. Careful inspection of 

the other two magnetogram traces shows coincident spikes, negative in 

the vertical component (V) and positive in the horizontal component (H). 

A similar magnetic event seems to have occurred near 0930 UT, but the 

radar had not yet been activated for the night at that time. 

Turning attention to the radar records in Figure 10, it is seen 

that radar-auroral motion was generally toward the radar in the top 

strip, including the two rapid southward excursions, and on into the 

bottom strip until about 1136 IJT.  From that time on, the character of 

the radar aurora is decidedly different, with the new phase being 

abruptly initiated by a bright form moving rapidly away from the radar. 

At tiio same time, the geomagnetic field as measured on the College 

magnetogram also enters a new phase of disturbance. The onset of the 

new phase is marked by a negative excursion in D, a less rapid positive 

excursion in Z, and an abrupt beginning of a negative bay in H. These 

sudden changes in the geomagnetic field at College coincide with passage 

of the northward-moving radar-auroral form across the College zenith. 

The range rate of this form is about 2 km/s, and the abrupt change in 

H measures about 180 Y. 

The sky was overcast at College on the night in question, but at 

the time of this event visual aurora was recorded through the clouds for 

a few minutes with the College all-sky camera. The event appears to 

correspond to an explosive phase of auroral development. 
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\{tür   t lu    fvcnt   clc'scrilJL'd  nbove  was  nolcd,   the quick-look  radar 

rt'cords  were   Inspected   lor other  cases  oi   prominent   radar auroral  forms 

in   rapid  motion  awaj   trom  the   radar.     Two other  examples  were   found, 

one  "i   which  appears  near  the  beginning  of   the   top record  strip  in 

Figure  4.       The   II    recordings   from   the   139-MHz  radar were used   to 

produce   film  RTI   records   for   these   events,   as   shown   in  Figure   11.     The 

Lower  record  corresponds   to  the   top quick-look  strip  in Figure 4, 

obtained   from data   recorded  on   11  November  1970,   and  the upper  record 

contains   an   event   observed   on   16  October   1971). 

16 October 1970 

MMm 
1100       1110       1120       1130       1140 

TIME,  UT 
11 November 1970 

FIGURE   11       TWO MORE   EXAMPLES OF  DISTINCTIVE  RADAR- 
AURORAL  FORMS MOVING  RAPIDLY  NORTHWARD 
(beginning about  1102 on  the top strip and about 

0949 on  the  bottom strip) 
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The magnetograms for 16 October and 11 November were examined and 

found to contain negative bays in H, starting at 1102 and 09^9 UT, 

respectively.  These times correspond very closely to the times at which 

the rapidly moving radar auroral forms were at the range of the College 

zenith, as shown by the arrows at the ends of the records in Figure 11. 

The 16 October form moved northward at about 2 km/s in range rate, and 

the 11 November form moved out in range almost 600 km in live minutes 

at an average range rate of just under 2 km/s, 

As was the case on 22 October (event of Figure 10), the sky was 

overcast at College on 16 October, but again visual aurora was recorded 

through the clouds by the College all-sky camera for a few frames during 

the northward motion of the radar auroral form.  On 11 November, the sky 

was clear; the all-sky camera recorded bright aurora moving northward 

over the College zenith at the time in question.  The visual aurora was 

undergoing development typical of the poleward expansion phase of an 

auroral substorm. 

With three events of the type described above identified, it 

became possible to find others by looking at the all-sky-camera films 

or the magnetograms first, instead of at the radar-auroral records. An 

example of an event found first by noting a poleward expansion on the 

all-sky-camera records is shown in Figure 12.  The all-sky camera frames 

at the top of the figure clearly show visual aurora emerging from south 

of College and passing over the zenith at about 1042 UT on 7 November 

1970. The magnetögram in the lower right shows a negative bay of about 

900 Y beginning at the same time, and the RTI record shows a radar- 

auroral form moving northward across the College zenith at about 800 m/s. 

It is clear now that what has been discovered in the events described 

above is the radar signature of the poleward-expansion phase of polar 

magnetic (or auroral) substorms.  Seven such events have been identified 
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in   the   radar data   Iron:  the  slx-weck observing  period   in October and 

November "t   111711,     in addition  to  the  four shown  in Figures  10,   11,   and 

lli,   such signatures  have been  found at   \2'M on ij November,  ()9M on 

;> November,   and   1127,   on  '2;i November,  UT. 

TIME, UT 

1042 

1040 
TIME, UT 

1000 1200 
TIME, UT 

FIGURE  12      THE  ALL-SKY-CAMERA, MAGNETOGRAM,  AND NEWLY 
DISCOVERED AURORAL-RADAR SIGNATURES OF A 
SUBSTORM  POLEWARD EXPANSION THAT  REACHED 
COLLEGE,  ALASKA, AT  1042 ON  7 NOVEMBER  1970 
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It is noteworthy that rot a single one of the seven cases of radar 

aurora moving rapidly from the south to the north over College was 

followed within a few minutes by reception of an AIW at College, while 

southward motions often (although by no means always, as discussed in 

Section III-C) are followed by AIW's, 

This is consistent with Wilson's theory (private communication) of 

AIW generation by mnmentum transfer to the neutral gas from ions under- 

going a Pedersen drift in the auroral E layer.  According to this view, 

the southward-moving forms have a velocity component parallel to the 

Pedersen drift and produce an AIW shock front, while the northward- 

moving forms have a velocity component antiparallel to the Pedersen 

drift and do not produce a detectable AIW shock even if moving super- 

sonically. 
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IV HF-DOPPLER STUDIES OF F-LAYER PHENOMENA 

A.  The CW-Doppler Technique 

The results obtained with a high-le'itude HF-Doppler array over a 

six-week observing period during October and November 1970 will be des- 

cribed in this section. The experiment, designed primarily to establish 

the feasibility of detecting and measuring the speed and trav3l direction 

of TID's at high latitudes, was successful.  Two excellent TID events 

were detected.  These had many cycles of regular fluctuations that per- 

sisted for at least lour hours.  Many other TID's were observed, some 

of which appeared to be non-auroral related since they apparently did not 

arrive from the polar region. 

In addition, two unusual events were discovered that are believed 

to be unique to the high-latitude location of the array.  These results 

will be discussed in detail in Section IV-C.  Prior to this, the CW- 

Dopplei technique, the nature of signatures expected from a TID, and the 

Alaskan array will be described.  The section is concluded with a dis- 

cussion of the relationship between TID's and AlW's. 

1.  Doppler Signature Produced by Ionospheric Disturbances 

When a very stable HF radio signal is transmitted through a 

time-varying medium, the frequency of the received .";ignal will in general 

be different from the transmitted one.  For ionospheric propagation, the 

frequency perturbations of the received signal are usually a few hertz, 

or less, with quasi-periods ranging from about 20 seconds to more than 

one hour.  These perturbations are directly related to changes in the 

phase path of the probing radio signal as given by Eq. (1) in Table 4, 

or to changes in the electron density (N) along the radio path [Eq. (2)]. 

For the special case of a small change in the height of a layer having a 

fixed shape (change in reflection height), the Doppler shift, Af, Is 
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proportional to the transmitted frequency and is given by Eq. (3). This 

case represents the specular reflector model and is particularly useful 

in interpreting TID's, as will be shown later. 

A change in the medium below the reflection height produces a 

Doppler shift that is inversely proportional to the signal frequency, as 

shown by Eq. (4).  In general, contributions to Af may occur all along 

the radio path, but in practice, due to the l/|i weighting factor in Eq. (2), 

the region near reflection seems to be the most effective for producing 

the fluctuations associated with TID's.  Furthermore, if one takes the 

generally accepted view that TID's are a manifestation of Internal 

gravity waves,  the importance of this region is reinforced, for the 

following reasons: 

(1) The amplitude of Internal gravity waves increases with 

height.  Hence, for a given probing frequency the pertur- 

bation amplitude (along the radio path) will be greatest 

at the reflection height. 

(2) The value of 5N/3t due to Internal gravity waves alternates 

in sign, hence the Integration of Eq. (2) along the radio 

path tends to cancel (Georges, 1968; Baker and Cohen 

1971). 

Multi-frequency Doppler sounding can be used to decide whether 

Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) applies to a particular event.  While data of this 

type were not available for the present experiment, the results of past 

mid-latitude measurements have generally confirmed that Eq. (3) applied 

to the events of interest here (Georges, 1967, 1968; Chang, 1969).  An 

important case in which contributions well below the reflection height 

Although other mechanisms like ducted acoustic-gravity-wave modes have 

been suggested (Wickersham, 1964, 1965, 1966), the evidence that medium- 

scale TID's are caused by internal gravity waves is substantial (Georges, 

1968; Davies and Jones, 1971).  Furthermore the properties of TID's to 

be subsequently listed are consistent with the internal-gravity-wave 

interpretation of TID's. 
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dominate is solar-flare ionization due to X-rays (Donnelly, 1967).  This 

type of event, however, will not be considered. 

The disturbances depicted in Figure 13(b), called "switchbacks" 

(Georges, 1967), are believed to result from the same mechanism as those 

studied by Munro and his co-workers (Munro, 1950, 1953, 1958; Munro and 

Heisler, 1956a,b) using fixed and variable frequency techniques. 

Figure 13 shows a simple model of an ionospheric disturbance along with 

the Doppler shift and path-length change that would occur.  The cusp-type 

signature shown in Figure 13(c) is one that Munro would observe using a 

fixed-frequency pulse transmitter. 

210  - 

200 

(c) A 

=*<I_ 
1    1    .     1 1     1      1     1      1 

20 40 60 80 

GROUND DISTANCE — km 

100 

FIGURE 13      DOPPLER SHIFT AND PATH LENGTH FOR A SAMPLE 
DISTURBANCE (Georges, 1967) 
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Although "switchbacks" in Doppler records have been known for 

a number of years (Davies and Baker, 1966; Georges, 1967), they have not 

as yet been systematically studied.  Some of their features that appear 

to have been fairly well established by past experiments are as follows: 

(1) Sequential time delays of radio signals reflected at 

different heights show a downward component of velocity 

(see Figure 30, Baker et al., 1968; and Figures 14 and 

15 of this report). 

(2) The magnitude of Doppler fluctuations tends to be propor- 

tional to the probing frequency (see Figures 14 and 15). 

(3) When dAf/dt is large, amplitude focusing is likely to 

occur [see Figure 16 and Eq. (8)]. 

(4) Their periods generally lie between 14 and 30 minutes, 

with 20 minutes being most common. 

(5) Their features tend to change quite rapidly over distances 

greater than about 100 km (Georges, 1967). 

(6) They will show as much as 3 or 4 cycles of regular 

features. 

The first three observations (1, 2, and 3 above) are consistent 

with the view that perturbation in the electron density (N) is produced 

by Internal gravity waves whose sources lie somewhere below the F layer. 

These waves have the property that for an upward flow of energy the wave 

front will be tilted forward (Hines, 1960).  [This property of TID's 

has also been established through other experiments (Munro, 1953; Thome, 

1964)].  The last three observations are related to the source of the 

gravity wave and/or the propagation medium.  Their explanation rests on 

knowledge of the source and its location. 

The principal features of a switchback (focusing, defocusing, 

shape of Af vs. time, and occasional triple values of Af) are simply 

explained by a model that was originally proposed by Munro (1953).  The 

model consists o^ the loci of radio reflection points in the helght-vs.- 
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time domain.     To a   first   approximation,   this  surface coincides with  the 

«■luctron-density contour with plasma  frequency of the necessary magnitude 

to  n-llfct   tlu-   incident   radio wave. 

An example of  its utility  in explaining the switchback signature 

is  illustrated  in  Figure  17,     Here  the  reflecting surface  Is  fixed,  and 

the observer moves  from left   to right  as indicated by the arrows on 

ground plane   \  through  I).     (This  is equivalent   to a disturbance ^»«sing 

irom riKht   to  left   relative to a   fixed observer.)    The arrows above the 

reflecting  r:urfacr   indicate the movement of the ray's reflection point 

as  the disturbance passes overhead.     For example,   Uoppler  shifts  from 

a  to b woMld be produced by traveling fr<.a •'  to b' on ground plane D. 

The reflection point  would move  from a" to b". 

Multiple echoes (switchbacks) occur whenever the reflection 

height  of the rattio ray  is greater than the radius of the curved reflector. 

At  these points  (ground planes C and D)  She Itoppler trace may be triple- 

value since returns  from three rays are possible.    For ground planes A 

and I) no switchback  in öf occurs because the reflection height of the ray 

is less than or equal to the reflect ton-surface radius of curvature. 

Ute to focusing and defocuslng of the radio signal by the 

curved reflector,   the amplitude of the received - „.lal often shows a 

time variation.    A good example of this can be seen in Figure  K,    Here, 

in the  lower franc», enhuncements In the signal strength are clnarly 

evident  whenever Af changes rapidly with time.    Note,  however,   that  the 

intensity of the Dnppi«r trace  In the upper frame remains fairly constant 

throughout.    This la due to the AGC (auiomatlc gain control) action of 

the lloiildcr receiver. 

For a given Ionosphere the radius of curvature of the specular reflection 
is related to the amplitude of the perturbing internal gravity wave. 
Hence,   the presence of a ewitchbeek on the Imppler record Indicates a 
larger disturbance than a quasi-slnuaoldal  fluctuation« 



riGURE 17     ILLUSTRATION Of THE SKCULAR REFLECTOR 
AND THE NATURE Of OOffLER SHIFTS Of 
RADIO SIGNALS REFLECTED FROM IT iGawpt. 1987» 
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In the Alaskan system, the AGC was ineffective because of the 

(i-kll/ bandwidth of the receiver.  Thus in all of the Alaskan data, the 

amplitude of the received signal is directly related to the intensity of 

the Doppler trace.  Some examples of focusing and defocusing in the 

Alaskan experiment of the type predicted by Eq. (8) may be found in the 

early portion of Figures 23(a) and 28. 

2.  The Alaskan HF-Sounder Array 

The Alaskan TID system consisted of a network of three very 

stable frequency transmitters located at various sites around the Kenai 

Peninsula in Alisko, as shown in Figure 18. The lonospherically reflected 

signal from each transmitter was received ai Homer and recorded on mag- 

netic tape for later processing at .'HI. Each transmitter had an output 

of about 30 watts, but due to the delta antennas used, only about 23 watts 

were radiated. The transmission frequency at each site is as follows: 

Station    Frequency (Mite) 

Elmendorf       2.83 

Seward 2.77 

Wildwood        2.73 

The CW (continuous wave) Doppler technique, which wl*l be 

briefly described here, was developed by Watts Kid Davles (I960). Basically, 

the technique Involves transmitting a radio signal with a frequency stable 

8 
to about 1 paft in 10 /day, and comparing the lonospherlcally reflected 

signal with another equally stable reference frequency. Figure 19 is 

a block diagram of the system used in the Alaskan network. 

In general, the received signal will contain a time-varying 

component :.U\}.  which is proportional to the lime rate of change of the 

phase path, V.    This relationship is given by Eq. (1) in Table 4. The 
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incoming signal (f > Af) is added to a constant frequency (which is 

derived from a stable oscillator) such that the result is 9 MHz + 6f + Af(t). 

This up-conversion is required in order to place the desired signal in the 

6-kHz passband of the 9-MHz IF amplifier.  The If term is an offset of 2, 

3, or 4 Hz used in order to separate the various channels on playback 

and in order to detect the sense of the Doppler shift, Ai, which is typical- 

ly about 1 Hz.  The low-frequency output of the IF amplifier is recorded 

on a slow-speed (1.173 inch/min) tape recorder using standard 1 1-inch 

audio tape. With this recording format, a single 1800-ft reel of tape 

lasts for about two weeks and contains each of the three received signals 

and timing on a separate track. 

When the system was placed in operation it was found that, at 

times, because of extraneous signals, it was difficult to positively 

identify the transmitted signal.  This was solved by installing at each 

site keyers set to turn the transmitters off for about a minute at pre- 

selected times.  The details are given in Table 3. 

Table 3 

SUMMARY OF FORMAT USED FOR TtX TRANSMITTER KEYERS 

|  Station 

Cycle Tine 

(■in) Keying Time Date Installed 1 

wildw.M.d 60 On the hour 3 Nov.     1 

1  Seward 70 - 4 Nov. 

1  Mmendorf 60 10 min before 

the hour 

6 Nov.     1 

Processing of the Doppler tapes was done at SRI using a R.iyth(>"n 

Kayspan frequency analyzer.  The particular model ti»ed c<tn*lMed »I I20 

narrowband filters covering any 3-kH/ band between 20 11/ and 20 kHz.  Each 

filter was mechanically scanned 60 times n second and the output displayed 
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using a GranKcr Associates 9190 Recorder.  The result is a frequency-vs.- 

time spectrum, as shown In Figure 20, where the blackening of the trace 

shows the relative power density in the spectrum.  The output of the 

GnMgMr recorder was particularly convenient because it was translucent 

and two or more traces could be overlaid and shifted with respect to each 

other to measure time shifts. 

For timing, a tine code was recorded on a separate channel 

simultaneously with the data.  The code consists of a signal recorded 

for the first 20 seconds of each minute with the following format: 

(1) 1 Hz for the 2nd, 4th,...12th 3-mlnute period of etch hour 

(2) 0.M Hz for the 3rd, 3th,...11th 3-minute period of each 

hour 

CO 0.63 Hz for the first 3 minutes of er^h hour of the day, 

except the loth and 20th (LT) when no signal was recorded 

and the 00 (IT) hour 

(4) 0.3 Hz for the first 3 minutes of the 00 hour of each day. 

Thus, the time is coded into 1-minute, 10-alnute, 1-hour, and 24-hour 

marks, which can be easily distinguished by their tone on playback. The 

appearance of the time marks on the records can be seen in Figure 30. 

The equipment and format described above la essentially that used by Baker 

et al. (196H) and by Jones (1969). 

Inder normal processing of the Ooppler tapes with the Rayspan 

analyzer, one hour of data ia compressed into approximately K cm of 

display. Maximum scaling accuracy ia about 12 second», «hen greater 

accuracy was needed, the data «ere processed with a Kay Electric Sonogram, 

where approximately 30 cm represents an hour. Here a scaling accuracy of 

3 or I seconds is possible. Since accuracy waa Bot limited by the time 

scale, all processing waa done with the Rayspan analyser. The on« ex- 

ception was the 13-14 November event, which, because -»f its quality, was 
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usiiiK a Ciranner Associates 9190 Recorder.  The result is a fxequency-vs.- 

timo spectrum, as shown in Figure 20, where the blackening of the trace 

shows the relative power density in the spectrum.  The output of the 

lirangcr recorder was particularly convenient because it was translucent 

and two or more traces could be overlaid and shifted with respect to each 

other to measure time shifts. 

For timing, a time code was recorded on a separate channel 

simultaneously with the data.  The code consists of a signal recorded 

for the first 20 seconds of each minute with the following format: 

(1) 1 HE for the '  id, 4th,...12th 5-minute period of each hour 

(2) 0.8 Hz for the 3rd, 5th,...11th 3-minute period of each 

hour 

(3) 0.63 Hz for the first 5 minutes of each hour of the day, 

except the 10th and 20th (UT) when no signal was recorded 

and the 00 (UT) hour 

(4) 0.3 Hz for the first 3 minutes of the 00 hour of each day. 

Thus, the time is coded into 1-mlnute, 10-minute, 1-hour, and 24-hour 

marks, which can be easily distinguished by their tone on playback. The 

appearance of the time marks on the records can be seen in Figure 20. 

The equipment and format described above is essentially that used by Baker 

et al. (196H) and by Jones (1969). 

Under normal processing of the Doppler tapes with the Rayspan 

analyzer, one hour of data is compressed into approximately 8 cm of 

display. Maximum scaling accuracy is about 12 seconds. When greater 

accuracy was needed, the data were processed with a Kay Electric Sonogram, 

where approximately 30 cm represents an hour. Here a scaling accuracy of 

3 or 4 seconds is possible. Since accuracy was not limited by the time 

scale, all processing was done with the Rayspan analyzer. The one ex- 

ception was the 13-14 November event, which, because of its quality, was 
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also processed with (he sonogram.  In most cases the width of the Doppler 

trace and chants in the feature of a disturbance viewed over different 

radio paths (rather than the time scale) were the limiting factors. 

Although there are a number of other techniques employed in 

studying traveling ionospheric disturbances, the CW-Doppler technique 

enjoys a number of Important advantages over other methods.  These are 

as follows: 

(1) It is a simple and inexpensive technique for continuous 

observation of the ionosphere.  Perhaps no other technique 

is better suited for relatively unmanned operation on a 

patrol basis. 

(2) Because the data are storaMl in analog form, complex changes 

that produce spread and multi-value Doppler shifts are 

clearly evident after processing.  These changes may be 

masked or lost by systems ttiMt  produce only the Doppler 
spectra of the dominant frequency present, or that use 

analog-to-digital conversion. 

(3) Magnetoionlc modes and multipath rays are automatically 

separated In the frequency domain because for a given dis- 

turbance the different modes and rays have different 

Doppler shifts. 

(4) Data reduction is simple and inexpensive, and subsequent 

Interpretation is relatively straightforward. 

The primary weaknesses of the CW-Doppler technique are that the 

range to the disturbance and the region of interaction between the dis- 

turbance and the radio wave are not known. This can be resolved somewhat 

by the use of multiple-frequency sounding and by ray tracing, but the 

latter requires knowledge of the electron-density profile along the ray 

path. 
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B.  Data Overview 

A suimary of the data obtained with the Alaskan CW-Uoppler network 

is shown in Figure 21. The eapty blocks represent periods when the 

received signal had a narrow spectnw. Period« when the spectrum was 

spread are indicated by the shaded blocks. The transmitters at wtldwood 

and Seward operated nearly continuously fron 17 October to 27 November 

1970. Their transmissions were received at least for a portion of each 

day with the exception of 23 and 31 October, and 1 y »vember (see Kgure 21), 

The reason for the lack of data on 23 October seemtt t» be related 

to the disturbed magnetic conditions. The sum of the Kp index on that 

day was 32, as shown by the right-hand column of numbers. The reason for 

the absence of data on the latter two days is not kuown, but the problem 

on 1 November could be attributed to a one» or two-hour power outage that 

occurred at Homer on 31 October at 2200 UT. Many hours are required for 

the frequency standard to restabilize after it cools. Propagation con- 

ditions and equipment seem to be normal prior to the power failure on 

31 October and no explanation cfn be given for that data gap. 

Signals from Elmendorf were received on 11 out of the 42 days of 

observations. These day» are identified by parentheses in Figure 21. 

Transmitter failures were the cause of much of the data loss, but on one 

occasion (19 October to 25 October) an incorrect frequency setting at 

Homer was responsible. 

Since two stations are generally sufficient to detect the presence 

of a TID, the detection mission of the network was not materially affected 

by loss of the third station during the periods indicated. With Doppler 

information fro» two stations, however, only a single velocity component 

and a general direction of a TID can be deduced. 

The various symbols in Figure 21 indicate the occurrence of TID's, 

geomagnetic-related events, and unusual events un the Doppler records. In 
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addition,   the vvrtical  ters thorn the occurrence» of AIW's at Collvt». 

Alaska (Vllaoa,  privat« r-aanialcalloB).    The ttmmu of other evant» that 

■ay have aoaa effect on the Itopplar »pactrua are «hown on the upper and 

loaar tlaa axla.     Sunaat  and Minrlae at  a height  of 'Jun km are   indicated 

by S8 and Mt.   re»pt'CtIvely.     Period« when auroral abftorpt ton are ml   a 

■Inlaun and aaxlwia are danoted by VIS   \\ and VAX AA    rettpect lvel> 

(Baaler,   1M3). 

Nepreiiantat ive racord» ahowln«  the  l».|»plfr  «pectru«  (pha»«.>'path 

variation» I over a 24-hour period are »hown  in Mgura* W and _•_•<,. i. 

Uirlng the day the floppier apectrun  1« quite narn»w,  with MUH  and 

rapid Dopplar fluctuations coaparad to  iho»e  that occur after about 

0400 IT    «aa Figure 22(a)  .    Sine« the l»>ppler «ethod  1« capable oi 

oaparatlng the aaRnatolonic aoda* and «ultipath ray»,   the narrow trace 

indicate» that   the «icnal probably arrived vis  the normal «raat-clrcle 

path between  tb«  ii-an»altter and the  receiver.     The cauoa of   the   fee* 

quency  fluctuations ia  interpreted to be aovaaant of a  fairly  locallxad 

resion of the ionoaphar«,  probably near the radio inflection point. 

After sunaat,  a aowar appear» about   the main trace,  apparently  fro» 

irresularltles that  eaua« raya to arrive  [torn off-great-circle path». 

Moat of the energy,   however,   continue» to arrive over the great-circle 

path,  as evidenced by  the relatively narrow «alt   trace,     in figure 20 

the spactrui? is cooipletaly »wared between OWMI «nd  1100 IT and no dl»- 

tinct  trace  is evident.     The sprssd at   this time  indicate» »catter  (mm 

irragularitias moving rapidly and in random directions relative  to the 

fransalssion path.    A »omawhat  distinct  trace r«app*ar» aft«r lioo.  and 

after sunria«  the llopplar trace become» narrow again. 

Sunris« csusei   an increase m ionospheric electron» due to photo- 

ionicatioQ.    The net  result   is a decreaalng radio phase path,  which 

appears aa an  increase  in Itoppler shift«     In Figure 20 the »unri»« effect 

can be seen aa a »tip between 1400 and 1700 IT.     In (tgure ..2(a>  (note 
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th« shift   In DoppUr polarity)  th« ray can be *—n ' rosin« in" after 

Minrls«.     (The possible effect of the ■acnetlc bay occumnic prior to 

1600 IT—ricure 21(b)—«111 be dUouased In Section  IV-C.       The main ray 

(B)  shows s derressln« Uuppler »hift  with tine while  the Podertten ray  (A) 

has s floppier shift   increasing with  tiae.    This rsy ulxlastely dlssppear» 

due to signal  loss through geoaetrlc  npresding. 

Around  local  noon  (2200 IT)  there  Is a distinct Iw abnence of  signal», 

probably due to noraal l>-reglnn sbsorption.    The  tine Htructurc preitent. 

however [see Figures 20 and 22(s)].   suggest» that  auroral ab»orption, 

which peaks at  this tine,  way slso be a   (sctor. 

Concurrent  transalsslon  fron Seward  (Figure 20)  »howa a Klnllar 

behavior,  as dlacussed abovu,  but  between OHOO and 1700 IT interference 

has nearly aaaked Its nature.    The Interference during thin period wan 

primarily due  to propagated and  local  nolwe and not   to      e Honer rntinr. 

•ht«h nomally operated fron 0900 to 1900 IT.    The interference umially 

began before the radar was energised and In thl* exanple extended two 

hours beyond the radar shutdown time,     lit addition,   Mlmllar intprferoncc 

ras present   for the last  four days of the experiment,  when the radar wa> 

not energised at all.    Thl» ahows conclusively that   the primary »ourco 

of  Interference was not  th« Homer radar. 

For comparison,  Doppler records  fro-* a mld-latltude path   «ml one 

nesr the magnetic equator are nhnvn in Figures 23 and 24.    The «unripe 

effects In these  figures are quite similar t » tne high-latitude example». 

The nld-latltude Doppler record shows a change  from short  daytime 

periodicities  (A)  to longer nighttime perlodlcltlea  (B),  which are 

similar to the high-latitude  results.     The equatorial  record,   however. 

Abnorptlon due to bombardment of the upper mmnHphere by primary surorsl 
particles  (Basier,   1963). 



bfcaiiM? "i   the  Icmic radio path, torn» not »how auch daytlaa  fluctuation. 

At  niidit   b»th  the t-quatorlal and th« hli(h->lat liude •xanplai* ahov a apraad 

Hpcrinit  tn caatraal  with the aid-latltud« racord of Plgur« 23. 

n-23 OCTOMN IN» 

f-   I   ■   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   tt I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   II I 
1400 ino 7M0        I     oaoo 0100 1000 Jl« 1000      11400        liOO       2300    J  0300       0100       1000       J1400 

Sun»« Sunttl SiKitiM 

TIME. UT 

FIGURE 23      DIURNAL OOfPLCR RECORD AT MID-LATITUDE. 3.3 MM* 

With only alx weeka of obaaivationa,   littla can be aaid regarding 

the morphology of TIO's.    The data,  however,   ahow that  there la a tendency 

for them tc occur ahortly after aunrlae and near aunaet.    Undoubtedly 

thene remilts are prejudiced by observational «election.     It can be aaid, 

nevertheleaa,   that   the present experiment haa revealed a wealth of differ- 

ent event«.    Theae will be diacuaaed in greater detail in the following 

sect ion. 

C.      The High-Latitude Obaervationa—Diacuaaion of Reaulta 

Despite the prospects that TID'a are generated in the polar regions, 

there have been  few systematic measurements of TID'a at high latitude. 

•Jones (1970) descrlbea a spaced-receiver CW-Doppler network that waa 

established in the Antarctic to study the effect« of traveling iono- 

spheric disturbances on the ionosphere there.    The observations revealed 

Doppler traces that were generally spread throughout the day with no 

correlation over two or more radio patha.    Because of thia it waa not 

possible to identify any TID'a. 
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Uli'   Uaskitn Utpplvr network,  on  the other hand,  ha» cl«»rljr deaon- 

HI rated  the  tva*ibi\Hy at   I in delactlon at   the Hoaar alta.     l/»nit  train« 

«•(  TIU'H «I«- obuvrvvd on at   Iraat   two occaalona.    Their »aquantlal  tlaa 

ilctay« and  their t laea of occurrence are conalat^nt with  'he hypothaala 

that   their Mmircei« lie near the nldnlicht  aactor of the auroral oval. 

Theae event a indicate that   If aufflclant obaarvatlona were aada.   It vould 

be toaaible  to  teat   the hypothaala  that   the aourcaa of TID'a 11a within 

the auroral oval.    KUr!heraora,   If the aourcaa 11a near the aldnlght 

aector of  the oval,   it  ahould be poaalbla to track the aourca region aa 

it   rotatea around  the iteowtgneiic pole. 

several  typea of eventa will be coitaldarad In datall  In thia aactlon. 

Theae  include TID'a,  Uopplar algnaturaa that correlate with gMMagnatlc 

fluctuatlona,  and a number of newly diacovered ttopplar algnaturaa tuat 

appear to be unique to the Kigh-latitude location of the Alaakan network. 

1.      Traveling lonoapharlc Dtaturbanca» 

Inapection of the Doppler recorda obtained over the alx-week 

obaervlng period ha» revealed tlaea whan the apectrua of the algnal  froa 

each tranaaltter »how» dlatlnctive  fluctuatlona, with aaplltudea of about 

1 M/.    Theae changea generally appear to be randoa,  but  there are period» 

when they ahow « high degree of vlaual correlation in addition to tine 

dlaplacaaenta between palra of tracea.    The tlaa ahlft  Indicates a hori- 

zontal notion of a perturbing aechanlaa acroaa the radio patha.    Theae 

dlaturbancea are generally referred to aa traveling lonoapharlc dla- 

turbancea  (TtD'a) and are believed to be a nanlfaatatIon of internal 

gravity wave»  (Mine»,  I960)« 

George» (1967,   1966) haa dl»tlngul»had between two claaaaa uf 

TID'a, which he catcforlaaa aa "aedlUB acala" nnd "very large."    Generally 

he  found  that  aediua-acale TID'a have apaad» of leaa than 300 a/a with 
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periods betveen 10 and 40 ■lout«*. They occur nostly durlnR the day in 

train* of a fa« cyclaa (3 or 4 cyclea) and «how no correlation with any 

known xeophynlcal «•vent. 

Very larica TID'a.  on  the other hand,   travel  at   speeds  In excess 

of :i00 n/n,   have periods between 30 minutes and an hour or more,   and 

«enerally cone froa the north  (in the northern hemisphere).    They usually 

have one to three "cycles" of reKular variations and  seem to be closely 

related  to hiRh maxnetic activity.     This classification <>(   HD's will 

alao be adopted  in  this  report. 

The criteria used  in the selection of TIU's were  (1)  the 

existence of a definite   feature at   two or more stations with a measurable 

time dlsplacenent  between traces,  and/or  (2)  switchback slsnature at 

two or More stations.    Thirteen events that   satisfy one or both of these 

conditions are listed  in Table 6.      Of these events,   four are classified 

as very  larne and  the  remainder as medium-scale. 

a.      Medluw-Scale Tib's 

An exceptionally good example of a medium-ücale  111) is 

shown  in Klgure 23(a).     This disturbance consists of a  train of at   least 

12 cycles of regular fluctuations with periods in the range 1-1 to 2U 

nlnutes.    Between 0100 and 0300 IT,  regular  fluctuations of about   1 11/ 

can be clearly seen on the Klmendorf and  the Seward traces.     Kven on the 

time  scale used,   the switchback  signatures with occasional  triple values 

of Lf are quite evident. 

Throughout  the record,   the  trace often  shows a darkening 

when dAf/dt  Is large.    This  is probably caused by  focusing as predicted 

Although a cross-correlation  technique undoubtedly would have revealed 
More events, only those with high visual correlation were considered. 
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Table G 

TUVs  OBSERVED WITH THE ALASKAN OV-UOPPLER  NETWORK 

Timt> t 
Sequence 

Number of "Period" 
llute (IT) Type* At   (min) Cycles (min) 

17  Oct 0625 VI- E,S W 1.0,   1.4 1/2 22 

21   Oct 0500 MS S.W 6.0 3 20 

'J2  Oct 06: 0 MS S,W 9.0 3 20 

2 1  Oct 1800 MS f 

5  Nov 0200 MS w,s 6.0 >  12 13-20 

i               8  Nov 1800 MS W.E 1.0 2 15 

9  Nov 0600 VL E.S.W 2.0,   1.4 

!             13   Nov 0500 MS |ti 5.0 2 25 

♦13-14 Nov 0200 MS E.W.S 2.7,   4.3 >  12 15-20 

1          *17  Nov 1915 VL o+ 1/2 70 

18 Nov 0300 MS W,S 4.2 3 22 

|             18  Nov 1930 VL S.W 3.4 1/2 100 

1           ^20 Nov 2100 MS w,s 7.5 8 10 

*   MS - Medium-scale 
VL - Very large 

t  E -   Elraendorf 
S -  Seward 
W - Wildwood 

*• This event was classified as a TID bucause 
of  its resemblance to the event of  18 November. 
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by Kq. («). Ihu slRnal-to-noise ratio is low on the Wildwood channel 

over th«' ahov»' interval, but there are sufficient details visible for 

this trace to be compared with the Klmendorf and Seward signals. 

Prior to 0100 the switchback signatures are less distinct 

Imt they can be seen to occur as early as 2300 UT.  Before this time the 

signals were weak, but there are indications that the event may have 

started an hour or two earlier than shown by Figure 25(a).  Even consider- 

ing only the interval shown, the long duration of the event (more than 

lour hours) and the many cycles of regular features are unique to the 

hi^h-latitude station; a similar long duration event has not been observed 

at mid-latitude. 

Figure 25(b) shows a tracing of the H component of the 

earth's magnetic field around the time of the 13-14 November TID described 

above.  A magnetic bay can be seen near 1330 UT, too early to be associated 

with the TID that occurred over the Alaskan array between 2300 and 0300 UT. 

Alter about 1900 UT, magnetic activity was quite low.  Thus, the above 

TID appears t» be unrelated to local magnetic activity as measured by 

the College magnetogram.  However, since TID's are known to travel global 

distances, the generation of this TID may still be related to magnetic 

activity at the source region. 

Figure 26 shows a tracing of a portion of the event with 

the time axis of the Seward (S) and Wildwood (W) channels shifted with 

respect to the Klmendorf channel (E).  The traces were displaced to maxi- 

mize visual correlation between the various features.  The sequential 

time delays between the three traces indicate that the disturbance arrived 

o 
from an azimuth of 350 , traveling with a horizontal trace speed of 160 m/s. 

Slightly different values were obtained usiag data playback 

o 
from the sonograph. The arrival direction was 345 , and the horizontal 

trace speed was 150 m/s.  Since the sonograph provides better time 
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FIGURE 2S(b)  HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD FOR 
13-14 NOVEMBER 1070 

resolution than the Rayspan analyzer (see Section IV-A), the values from 

the latter Instrument have been used in the construction of Figure 27. 

This illustration shows the great-circle path that passes 

o 
through the Alaskan network with an azimuth of 345 .  Increments <•! 

1000 km are indicated by tick marks along the direction of arrival.  The 

travel times at Homer for various ranges are tabulated in the accompanying 

table. These times assume that the disturbance traveled with constant 

horizontal velocity of 150 m/s. 

The locations of the auroral oval at 1800 and 2200 IT 

are also shown in the figure.  If the source of the 13-14 November Tit) 

were near "A" (on the 2200 UT oval), the travel time tn the Homer net- 

work would be about 4 hours and the disturbance would be detected near 

0200, in agreement with Figure 26. Similarly, if the source were near 

the midnight sector of the auroral oval ("B" and "C" on the 1H00 oval), 

then the travel time would be about 7 to 9 hours and the disturbance 

again would arrive at Homer between 0100 to 0300 UT. 

Although one might expect other positions of the auroral 

oval to yield arrival times that are consistent with the observation, the 
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vtirtablfM  {«itrt-d l<»n ui «irnval.   wlticlty,  and unset   t la* of the  III») 

PVSM t<* bt-  teirty mtirlcitw.    The direction of arrival doas not   intar- 

**«ct   thv ojtMi to «MkMi IT pualtion» of the auroral oval.    At other tines, 

when  it  die*  intemect   the oval,  puastble »ource reglona coaaon to the 

iltrectton of arrival  and  the oval  do not   lead to the obaerved arrival 

I  IBM'. 

\noiher exanple of a  lonR-duration,  nedlun«acale TID ta 

»hoen  in Kiieure 2N.    Thin event   la alallar to 'he event  «hoen In Figure 211. 

Iht* event   l» Hlallar to the event   Mhovn  In Flgut« 25(a)  In Ita peralatence 

and  ItH many cycle« of retcular  features.    Unfortunately,   the Elnendorf 

i ran »mit t vr wait not   in operation,   so the direction of arrival and the 

velocttv of  tin- event  can only be esllasted.    The occurrence of  features 

on the «ililwood rhsnnel d alnutes before they occur on the Reward path 

IM conHi«tent  with a source  in the aaae Koneral  location as the 13-H Nov- 

finiier v\cn\. 

with mich s saall data baae it  is only po»sible to tents- 

tlvrlv relate the Mturce of TID's eith  the suroral oval.    The proxlalty 

of  the Honer  »He  to  (he oval,  hoeevnr,  aeans that  if the aouroea of TID'e 

are  Iocs led on  the ovsl,   then Tib direction of arrival should on the 
o o 

nversue  lie within s cone with sslauths of 90    and 310  .     Kurtheraore,   if 

the MMMM He near the nldniicht  sector of the oval then the directions 

of arrival  should lend to be sn ordered  function of tine.    Thus,  a plot 

of Til   a/imith of arrival va. observstion tiae should produce s plot 

very much  like  that   for AIW's  (Wilson,   1969s). 

one nf the pusclinn characteriatica of aediim-acale TID'a 

found  in pant   ntudles  is that  they seen to travel «lobal dtstsnee* with 

little attenuation,  yet   individual "wave cycle«"   are not coherent over 

dlntance* greater  than about   100 km  (Oeorgea,   1967). 
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MGUHI   28      A LONG DURATION MEDIUM SCAlC   TIO OBSERVED OVf R  THE 
SCWARD AND MLDWOOD PATHS 

Mkiirf"  ilMa),   .'V).   .mil  .'ll   «h'>«r example* <"(   thr«f nrdlun« 

•»CiiU- TU»*»«,  which art?  IISUHI  in  l.ibl«- « .\\"nv. «Mh  -•«    .i   tluir |tt n MH-ni 

characlcrlwi IC*.     I I mi re "jnial   -»h«»wt« a  «.wiichlKitk >■!■■— "»IINI and OMO li 

*Uh «••»•«I Visual  ntm-lai l«in ln-iwi-n  ihr   iracc«.     Ihl« ewni   clearly   It» 

«ci-n over  ihf M-wanl paih l>el«»rt    H-  .iitpv.iranee '»n  «h«   A ■ lihn»!«! p.iih. 

Ihe  «.aw arnviii   Mniuence aliw> applu—   <«»  the   •wllchbiick* «•ccurrinK   rliihl 

aller <••."<•   In I liture 31,     llert-,   (.••»■ivir.   t hc> cU«lurb.»nc«   h.i-  rh.>ni:e«l   i i •> 

Munaiurv   in  iravcltnt:  lr»w  Ihe x-wurd  to  ihe VllihRMMl IMCII<> p.iih.     Ihe 

rilsperHive nalure of Mediiim-MMU-   (II''»   li« even mire evident   in  liKure 31. 
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The disturbance that produced the distinctive "CM" signature prior to 

1800 IT at  Vlldwood appears also on the Seward record,   but  has a very 

different  appearance.     These examples demonstrate some of the problems 

present   In determining the velocities of   ITU's.     When their features 

change as drastically as the example of Figure  31,   an estimate  is generally 

not  possible. 

When these TID's are compared with  those depicted  in 

Figures 23(a)  and 2Ht  one  first  notes that   the two groups of Tlli's are 

quite different  visually.     For convenience,   the TID's shown in Figures 25(a) 

and 2H will be referred  to as  type A since their source seems to lie 

In the auroral  region.     The other group of TID's will be referred  to as 

Type B. 

Accurate travel directions of Type B TID's were not  calculable 

because signals  fron only two paths were available.     The arrival of  the 21 

and 22 October c .nts at Seward before  their arrival at  Wildwood,   however, 

indicates that  the  sources were  to the east   of the Homer network.     Funiier- 

more,  assuming that  medium-scale TID's have speeds of the order of  100 to 

200 a,s,   the time delays between the Seward and Wildwood traces  (see 

Trble 6) would r quire their direction of arrival to He roughly along 

the line connecting the midpoints of the Seward-Homer and the Wildwood- 

Homer radio paths  (see  Figure  1H). 

Thus,   the above would  suggest   that  the sources of the 

iype-ll TID's do not   lie within the polar region.     If this  is true,   .lien 

it  is possible that  these TID's are related  to meteorological activity. 

The possibility that   some medium-scale TID's are  related  to the aurora 

while others are not  may explain why the sources of the disturbances are 

still unknown today after two decades of study.    Certainly at   mid-latitude, 

conclusions based on direction of arrival would be confused by the presence 

of two types of events. 
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b.   Very Large TIU's 

Because of the small spacing between stations in the 

Alaskan Doppler array, the high velocities associated with very large 

TID's cannot be accurately measured.  At times, an event might be rejected 

as a III) if it appears to occur simultaneously at each station, when, in 

fact, a small time shift exists.  In many cases, very large TID's are 

recognised because the large Doppler changes associated with them tend 

to distinguish them from the background noise. 

The 16 and 18 November TID's listed in Table 6 are two such 

events.  The first event does not show any time shift between the Seward 

and Wildwood paths, but it was classified as a TID because of its resem- 

blance to the 18 November event, which occurred approximately 24 hours 

later and does show a time shift between the two paths.  The latter event 

followed a magnetic storm, which began around 1500 UT. Although one 

might infer a connection between the storm and the 18 November TID, the 

17 November TID occurred on a magnetically quiet day. 

An example of a very large TID that appears to be related 

to geomagnetic activity is shown in Figure 32. Between 0330 and 0645 UT 

all three Doppler traces show a slow variation that appears to correlate 

with a similar change In the H component of the geomagnetic field.  The 

sequential time delays between these signatures suggest that the event 

o 
was caused by a disturbance that arrived from an azimuth of 60 to 70 , 

with a horizontal trace speed of 300 m/s. 

Under the hypothesis that the TID source lies on the auroral 

oval, Figure 33 shows the appropriate geometry.  If the TID was generated 

near the region common to the angle of arrival and to the position of the 

auroral oval at 0400 UT, it would, traveling at a speed of 300 m/s, arrive 

over the Alaskan array two to three hours later.  This would mean that the 

above signatures should occur at about 0600 to 0700 UT, in agreement 

with the observations. 
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FIGURE  33      POLAR PROJECTION OF THE POSITION OF THE AURORAL OVAL 
AT 0400 UT AND THE CALCULATED DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL 
OF  THE  17 OCTOBER  1970 TID 

Pyrthcrroorc,   if  the above arguments arc correct,   the magnetic 

t Itietuat ions   tluil   correlate with   this event  must   have  been  produced by 

the  pasHiiKe <»r   this disturbancf over O^lleKe,     This  follows,   since any 

MgMtlc effect   that   is  source-related  should occur earlier  in  time 

(f.u.,   0400 IT)  and  iv»t   -vhen   the disturbance was detected.     A close 

in-pfct ion  si   t hr  Koppl0'"   »nd  mannt-t ic  records  slmws  that   there may be 

alxnii   a  otu—ninuif  time   shift   iRMween  the magnetic-field  variations and 

t IM-   Blavndorf  Dopplw  trace.     This  shift   is consistent   with   the  travel 

«lin-ction and   ihr velocity   that   were  previously deduced. 



The results described above,  however,   depend critically 

un wherher these events are really TIU's.     With  the broad trace on  the 

Doppler records and  time shifts  that  may be  less  than or equal  to  the 

limits of resolution,   the chance of erroneously   ulentiivinu an event  as 

a Til) is hiKh.    Since  the Alaskan network was not   intended  to measure 

large-Mcale TIU's,   these uncertainties are unavoidable.      Ihe capahllities 

of the array  to detect   very  large TID's,   however,   can he greatly enhanced 

with  the  simple addition of a  receiving  site at   College.     If   the  name 

transnissiuns—or preferably higher  frequencies—were  received,  an 

independent array  like  that  shown  in Figure  13 would be  formed.     Wliile 

this array  in some sense would provide redundant   information  \n the Homer 

network,   reliability would  increase and a measure of deviation  in  the 

measurements would be possible.    For a southward-traveling TID,   the 300-km 

spacing between the  two networks would enable very  large TIli's to be 

detected readily. 

2.       Doppler  Fluctuations Associated with tieomagnetlc Variations 

Ijoppler  fluctuations with oscillation periods of a  few minutes 

and with durations of tens of minutes or even hours are often associated 

with geomagnetic variations.    Although events with periods as short  as 

20 seconds have been observed  (Chang,   1969),   they commonly have periods of 

a   few minutes.    The short-period events are readily detected mi  induction 

magnetometers, while the longer-period ones tend to be better revealed 

on standard magnetograms. 

At times the rapid geomagnetic-related Doppler  fluctuations 

resemble signatures associated with nuclear explosions   (Ikiker and Cohen 

1971),  but  they are easily distinguished  from nuclear effects because 

(1)  they have no measurable  time displacements between  features over 

two or more separated paths,   (2)  they show a high degree of correlation 

with geomagnetic variation,  and  (3)  they have  long durations.     Doppler 
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I luciudt li>n» a**ocii«!*.>d with mu-lcir expl»iilonM on the other hand 

• I»   »how .HI   .p..ml (■••npi>n«ni   of velocity  (a horlaumtal  velt>clty cuapunent 

ha» apparent 1\   never beer. Mvamired by CV-Uoppler ubMfrvatInn» due  to  the 

lack <>(   «unable -paced  t ramtaiKalonit),   (2) are not   related to tceoaaieiwt 1c 

vurlatton»,  and CD occur  in a packet with a relatively abort duration. 

Ihe aaaociation of  phaae-path changea with geoBaicnel ic variations 

i-  not  well  understood.     U'wla  (1967)   found  that   -udden  iapulaea,  and 

sudden romnencenentN of geoMaitnetic «toraa alvaya acconpany rapid Uoppler 

variations,   imt   that   the convene  ta not   true.     Three different aodela 

relatini; mannet ic and floppier  fluctuation have been KURiteated by Uuffua 

ami lloyd  (lf»6M).     these are Kiven »i>   »«|.   (5),   (6),  and  (7)  in Table 4. 

■he  firat   t« a Hall drift  aodel  that   relate* changea in the 

tonl/ai ion io current   flow  in the t  region.    The link fro« the K to I* 

rettion l« ihrouKh electric  fields.    The second ia a sudden comancenent 

PMKtel  thai  also tnvoivea motion of the itmlxatlon driven by an electric 

lield.     In this model,  however,   the electric  field  la produced by coepres- 

sion of the iteomasnet ic  field caused by inplnglng aolar natter.    The 

iliird fiodel   tnvoivea cnllialonal  interaction with a traveling hydronagnet ic 

or Allven wave.     Thl»  la  the AlfvAi-wav*» mdel. 

\n example of an event where the oacillationa in M correlate 

with similar change» in the H conponent of the Mgnetlc field la illua* 

t rated  in Mgure .12,    Note that while there 1» correlation,   it   la not 

perfect.     V number of prominent   fluctuationa In H have no corresponding 

change  in Af and vice veraa.    Moreover,   the magnitude of at does not 

seem  to be aa almply related  to UM as the above models suggest. 

vi   least   six clear caaea of Doppier  fluctuatlona that appear to 

be related to  (luctuations  in the geomagnetic  field have been found 

during  the observation period.    Undoubtedly many more would have been 

detected  if  the  system sensitivity were higher. 



3.      I>t-»|y DtKcuvcred Type» of   Event« 

The Hl-UoppU-r data cullectui during   llu   »ix-»ftk  «but-rv.il l<»n 

pirlud haw revealed a nuaber ol   intc-rvBt inx and ununual  MiKiuturvK. 

ThcHi   .\iiiis  an  dlHttnicuiKhtd  in linirt   20 by a   "ü".    T»o ol   lh. s. 

i-vvnts,  dlftcuam-d   In detail   In Ihl»  ■•etlon.   *rm »I   particular   inltreMt 

bi-cau»t   the)   .ippanntly luv«- nut   b« en prevlounly  i>bKerv«d  .it  mld-|.it i tude 

■ ml   Urns  may   lie  unlqui   tu high  lalitudts 

Klltur«   .14   »hu»*  an event   that   bearn  -i   • i r «uj.   r« »• mbl.mc«    tu   the 

pust-aunavt  equatorial  alRnatureH Nhuwn  in 1 litun   24.    Near Hun»et,   th« 

equatorial   record»  «ho«  a   larR>   dip  In -J   due   to an  increas«    in  tlv* 

helüht ol   thr F-layer.     Shortly   therealter  (2OOU-2400 IT),   distinct   tracts 

that  »ho*  a decreaslnic Doppler »hilt  appear.     Thene slitnature»  finally 

■ertce »ilh the main  trace.    On occasion they may extend nlltshtlv bt-l<i» 

the »ain trace (Lf < 0),  but  they hav«   never been ob»erv»d »1th   ippreciable 

neRative Doppler ahlfta. 

The »imilarlty between theae signature* and  those depicttd  in 

tigurc M  is fitrikinK.     Like the equatorial   record»,,  the up«ard>#l(»t*li>K 

features near 0600 UT appear to be related to «unset,    An important 

difference between this event and th«   equatorial  events  Is  that although 

both display Doppler ahifts th.it  decrease »1th time,   tin   equatorial 

results generally sho«  positive Doppler shifts,  »her« as  the DoppUr «huts 

of   the 9 Noventber event  are negative. 

This differ« nee taeans that   the disturbance naponatble  lor  the 

equatorial  signature* caused the radio phaa«   path to decrease »Ith time, 

«hile Figure  .14   indicates   th.it   the  phase  path »as   increasing   «ith  time. 

Furthenaore,   the split   trace at  Rlnendori   suggests  that   t«o paths existed 

betseen this station and HoMer.     The  trace  marked  "A"  is apparently due 

to an ofl-great-circle path caused by the  ionospheric disturbance. 

Trace  "B".   although   sum» »hat   broad,   has   little Doppler  I luctu.it Ion and 
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probably repreKents energy received over  ibe undlMturbed icrcai-circle path. 

A Hiallar but   leH« dlKtlnct   »Ituatlon alao exists for the Seward  trace. 

«.•Km tit   activity at  CoIleKe was quiet   from 0100  to (moo.     IHUK, 

this event  doeti not  appear i<> be  related  to  local KeoMgneiic activity. 

ilecause of the spread  in the  traces  it   is difficult   to uccurnte- 

ly determine  the   lime  «hi ft   that  exists beiwen  the  three  traces of 

Kiicure IM.     \ care.'ul  mtMiMirement,   however,   revealed   that   the disturbance 

apparently occurred  in the  »equence Klmendorf,   svward,   und Wildwood.     Ii- 
u 

dlruction of arrival was about   54    and  it  had a horizontal   tract-  %pecd of 

about  2S0 ■/•. 

The equatorial slipiaturea are believed to be caused by an 

asymmetrical  reflectinK surface with a  sharp leadinR editc and a  urudual 

trailing edge.     As the surface -soved toward  the path midpoint,  echoe* with 

relatively  large Uoppler shiftf   are seen.    As the Mirface passes overhead 

and away,  only  small lioppler ahifts will  be produced  (Baker et  al..   V"**: 

Davles and Chang,   196H).    A similar model can also explain the high-lat ilud«? 

signatures,  but   the reflecting surface must  approach the path midpoint  with 

the gradual edge leading.    In this case large negative boppler shift* will 

be produced aa the surface passes overhead and recedes  from the midpoint 

of the radio path. 

The mechanism that  ««mid produce  the asymmetrical  surface 

proposed above  is unknown,  but   sine«  the  hlgh-lntitude event  occur* *hortly 

after sunset,   it   seems reasonable to relate the source with sunset.    A 

disturbance or instability nay be caused by  the passage of  the  lenninator. 

This effect  ultimately appears at   the floppier array  in  the   i »n   of a Til). 

Another unusual event,   which  sh^ws a modulation   in the amplitude 

of its floppier  fluctuation.   Is shown in Kigtre 35.    The envelope has a 

period of about   40 minutes and appears to vary  In phase at   the Sewarti 

and Wildwood paths.     No Mructure was  found within the envelope despite 
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FIGURE 36     DOPPLER RECORDS SMOWItKS MODULATION IN THE SPECTRA 

.i»; m,:  vnrliHiM cxpamk-d  replay»« or  ihr data.     The went   IM-KUD Hh<»rt ly 

.ifU'i-  14M IT,  fllthoiiKh  there sire   indlcatlnn*  thnt   It  may have  Marled 

.m h<»ur »»r  iw» earlier but  va* nbwrured bj*  Interference. 

Mil* went   d»»en nut   appear to be related  tn any way in 

KenMagm*! lc  varlal tonn.     \llhniii;h   the t'ollcite maKnetoRram  Hhown a dlM- 

lurbanre beslnninu  -liort ly after IHKM) IT,   with peak  (liictual innn of alntut 

:•"•   .   tn II  (horl/ontal component   of   ihe Ke«tmaRnel 1c field),   the cuaitnet ic 

field «■;•••   fairly quiet   after  I_"MI ( T.     Inspection of the Collage  induction 

rMKiH-toneier   (tieaniire of dll dt )   -how   rapid   f luctuat ionft of  the order of 

ten» of   -econd*.   but   nothln«  that   can be related  to the liopplcr  fluctua- 

i i<»n-- o(   | imire  3.>. 
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On 21 October,  a ■acmtlcally quiet  day   (IK    ■ fl la  another 
P 

■odulated event occurred,  aa ahovn  in Figure 29(b).     The characteristics 

of  ita alicnature,   however,   differed  froa the 20 October event,   and  there 

1« a poaaiblllty  that   the  tvo events are unrelated.     KirM,   the nodulatlon 

period »f  the 21 October event   la about  20 nlnute»,   in contrast   to   Hi 

■Inutea  for the 20 October event.     Second,   there  la a  tine  ahlft   in  the- 

envelope b(>tvevti Seeard and Vlldwood  (indlcailnit a h-'M/ontal  com-.neni 

of velocity)  plua a  "phase"  reveraal   in  the envelop«*     feature between 

1610 and  1700  in MRure 29(b)   . 

The lack of atructur« within the envelop? and  ihe   -> —. !ii«.il 

apiead of  the  apectrcin about   the Mean Doppler ahlft   indicate  that   at   a 

«ivm  t use  the   «catterera ware novltiR with random va'ucittes  mich  th&t 

there waa »» ne;  change  in the radio phaae path.    Thv cause of  (he pertur- 

bations  la not  known,  but   two possibilities, are electron  interaction with 

propaicatlnK waves  (e.g.,   internal gravity w«:v»a) or  lapinKlnK particles 

of unapacifled origin. 

In addition to  the above,   two other leaa dlatlact   but  net'ertheless 

unusual  signatures are also noted  in Figure 20.     These were observed on 

9 and  10  Novenber.    On 9 Noveaber near  1000 I'T (see  Figure  36),   a   large 

positive Doppler ahlft occurred on all  three traces.    Although the nature 

of thin signature  suggests that   the cauae way be equipmental.   the  sane 

aignuture 24 hour* later tenda to rule out  this poaslbllity. 

There are apparently no tlae shift a between the  three  traces, 

but   the diffuse  traces wake accurate nessureaents difficult.     Thus  if  thl* 

signature was caused by a horizontally  traveling disturbance,   it   had a 

high velocity.     Alternatively,   the dlaturbance could have been traveling 

predoainantly  in the vertical direction,  with a nearly horizontal wavefront. 
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D.       HeUtlonahtp Between TID's and AlW's 

The scarcity of Uoppler data duriiiR the night  when AIW occurrence 

is greatest makes it  difficult   to evaluate the relationship between TID's 

and AIW's.    The disturbed magnetic conditions most  conducive to AIW 

generation also produce a highly disturbed  ionosphere.     Thus,  during days 

(22 October,  7 and 23 November in Figure  20) when many AIW's were observed 

at  College,   there  is a corresponding  lack of Doppler data.    Although equip- 

ment   improvement    may permit  Doppler observations to be matlc under  these 

conditions,   it  is quite  likely  that  the Alaskan network   is too  far north 

for effective nighttime observations. 

If TID's and AIW's are generated at  the same  time and  in the same 

general location,   then,  assuming that  they have comparable velocities, 

one would expect  to observe the occurrence of a Tilt at   Homer about   an 

hour or less after an AIW occurrence at College.     Provided  that   the above 

assumptions are true,   there are  sufficient  Uoppler data on 22 October and 

3 November to bracket   four AIW's and  thur possibly reveal  any TID's  that 

were concurrently generated. 

No TID's were detected on 22 October that  could be related  to the tvm 

AIW's shown near 1600 IT in Kiguie 20.     Figure 22(a)  shows the occurrence 

of two AIW's at College In relation to the Doppler data.    The Doppler 

spectra show no unusual   fluctuations around the AIW that occurred at   1901 l*T 

except   for a distinctive  signature at  both Seward and Wildwood between 

1000 and 1100 IT.    Although this disturbance appears  to occur simultan- 

eously at each path,   it may have been caused by a TID that  had a high 

velocity and/or a wavefront parallel to the line connecting the reflection 

points of the Wildwood and Seward radio paths.     However,   since  it  occurred 

An improvement of 13 dB can be readily achieved by decreasing the 
receiver bandwidth tc about  100 Hz and by changing the transmitting antenna, 
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.it   Homer  three hours prior  to  the AIW event  at College,   the  two events 

are  probably unrelated. 

In uddition to the sunrise effect and a  short  gap of data around 

1600 IT,   The Ooppler spectrum shown in Figure 22(a)  does not  indicate any 

unusual  signature that  could be related to the 1625 UT AIW event.    Prior 

to 16O0 I'T,   KiRiire 22(b)  shows a negative bay  in H.     Without more observa- 

tions  to provide a better picture of the diurnal pattern of Af,   little 

can be  said  reKarding the relationship between the magnetic bay,   the 

sunrise effect,   the data gap around 1600 ITT,  and  the AIW at  1625. 

Wilson  (1969a) has shown that  AIW's are related to magnetic-bay 

activity  caused by  the auroral  electro.jet.     At  mid-latitudes the  sunrise 

effect   of Figure 22(a)   is generally observed over oblique paths  (see 

Figure 2 1) and  is not  related with magnetic activity.     Since the near- 

vert ical-incidence radio paths generally have  sunrise effects like those 

shown  in  I-inures 21 and 23,   and not   like the signature of Figure 22(a), 

there   is a possibility  that   the disturbance around  1600 on the Doppler 

records,   the mannetic bay,   and the 1623 AIW are all related. 

FiKure 20 shows  that   in general TID occurrence  is many hours 

removed  from AIW occurrence.    Out of 12 TID's indicated In Figure 20, 

only  the  13 November event  occurred within an hour of an AIW event. 

Thus,   the different  diurnal occurrence patterns of the two types of 

events would suggest  that  TID's and AIW's are unrelated.    This conclusion, 

however,   cannot  be considered definitive since TID'a may have gone un- 

detected at   night  due to observational selection,   such as the propagation 

conditions previously described  (Spread-F). 

The  latter possibility  is suggested because  there are indications 

that   TID's may occur at night without being detected by phase sounders. 

The basis of this statement   is the similarity between TID occurrence 
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patterns at  high- and mid-latitudes.     If these patterns are  source- 

related,   then it   is difficult  to explain their similarity since the 

travel  times from a  source  in the polar region to the Alaskan network 

or to a mid-latitude  site differ by  several hours or more.     The predominance 

of daytime TID's  in the Alaskan data,   however,   can readily be attributed 

to  reduced sensitivity at  night due to  ionospheric chemistry  or  to  dif- 

ferences between the day and night   ionospheric gradients   (Georges,   1967), 
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V    CONCLl'SIONS 

A nuaber of   Intervstlog results have bcren  obtained during  the course 

of  this research,  a« described  In detsll   In Sections  111  and  IV,    The> 

pcmlt  SOK» conclusions on the relationship between radar aurora and 

Auroral   Infrasonlc Waves (AIV'H) and on generation of  Traveling  Iono- 

spheric Disturbances at high  latitude«.    The «on- striking results, 

hovever,  have perhaps been the totally unanticipated ones.    These  Include 

Identification of  the radar signature of   the polevard-vxpanslon phase of 

auroral  substoms and the discovery of several  new types of   Ionospheric 

disturbances. 

Regarding the radar aurora and Al*'«,   the work tends to reinforce 

a conclusion fro« earlier,  statistical work (Freaouw,   1970)  that the two 

phenunena are related In a general sense.    AIW's do arise at times of 

and from region« of strong, bright, active radar auroras.    The attempt 

to Identify Individual AIW sources with the auroral radar,  however,  has 

yielded only suggestive—not conclusive—results.    The state of knowledge 

on the question Is that AIW's usually are preceded by southward motion 

of apparently rapid auroral-radar backseattcrlng regions,  but that  the 

observed motions are not necessarily followed by AIW's. 

There le reason to believe that the preponderance of apparently- 

rapid radar-auroral motions over the occurrence of AIW's is due,  at least 

In part,   to Instrumental limitations In the present Homer radar.    With 

the antenna fixed in position,  as it was in the observations described 

herein,  arc-like backscattering regions can display range rates relative 

to the radar that are considerably greater than their forward velocity, 

as described near the end of Section III-C.    Thus,  subsonic forms may be 

misinterpreted as supersonic ones that might be expected to produce AIW 

shocks.    On the other hand, attempts to uescribe rapidly moving forms 
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■MW  fullv  aiul aorv accurately by porfonlnK antenna scans are only 

rirvlv   MMMMtal  because uf  the  time required for scanning ■echanlcnlly. 

In  this  n-Kanl.   it  should be pointed out  that a  radically different 

kind of  auroral   r.idar--o(ferlng vastly  Increased scan rates—is currently 

mult r deslKn  for  the  Homer site.     This new  instrument  will  be a 398-MH2, 

phased-array  radar and  Is expected  to be ready for operation at Homer 

late  In 1972 (Chesnut et al.,   1971).    The phased-array antenna will  have 

a  70-ft  aperture and will  be fully stcorable mechanically,  with a mechanl- 

cal   »can  time on the order of a minute. 

Far more  important  for studios of  rapidly moving ratlar auroras of 

the  type of  interest for AIW research,  however, will bo the phased-array 

antenna's electronic scan capability.     It will  be possible to steer the 
o 

radar beam electronically throughout a 20-dcgrec cone (i.e.,   ±10    from 

the mechanical  borcsight)   in about a second.     In addition,   a variety of 

beam shapes will be possible by means of computer phasing of array 

elements.     The computer also will  control data  formatting and provide a 

real-time data-processing capability. 

In view of  the limitations of  the present Homer instrumentation for 

performing  the  rapid,  high-resolution search needed for isolating AIW 

sources,   and the ordcr-of-magnitude  improvement anticipated  ii 1972,  o 

moratorium on the search is suggested.    Resumption of  the search in late 

1972 or early 1973 with the world's first phased-array auroral radar 

should prove fruitful,   in the light of present knowledge. 

The most definitive result of  the radar studies carried out in the 

current program was discovery of the poleward-expansion radar signature. 

These echoes from rapidly receding radar backscattering regions clearly 

nre  the radar signature of  the poleward-expansion phase of the polar 

magnetic substorm.    The radar auroral forms identified move northward, 

away from Homer, with range rates of several hundred to a few thousand 
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■eters per second (MO m/s  to 2 km/»  in the seven events studies to date), 

and bear a one-to-one relationship with similar explosive uotions in the 

visual aurora and with abrupt beginnings of negative bays in the geomag- 

netic  field.  Further studies of this phenomenon should contribute to 

understanding of the dynamics of substorm development. 

The radar-auroral poleward expansions have significance for U 

research.  Not one of the seven such events noted in the present work 

was accompanied by an AIW shock front even though all appeared to be 

supersonic (i.e., displayed range rates in excess of 300 m/s).  On the 

other hand, many radar auroras moving southward toward the radar with 

even smaller range rates were followed by Aiw*s (although not all, as 

described in Section III-C). This set of circumstances is consistent 

with Wilson's model (private communication) for AIW generation by 

Pedersen drift of ions in the auroral E-layer.  In this model, auroral 

arcs containing westward electrojets (which produce negative magnetic 

bays) should produce AIW's when they move southward supersonically, but 

not when they move northward at similar velocities. 

Unlike the radar-aurora/AIW research reported herein, the TID research 

const!-.uted a pilot program.  Its first goal was to establish whether 

TID's could be observed with the HF-Doppler sounding technique in the 

Homer vicinity, just equatorward of the possible source region in the 

auroral oval.  Such observations were. In fact, made. 

For the most part, the HF-Doppler records obtained showed spread 

spectra at night and particularly under aurorally disturbed conditions. 

This reduces the likelihood of observing TID's generated locally (i.e., 

in Alaska) by nighttime auroral disturbance and the accuracy with which 

characteristics of such TID's could be scaled, making direct comparison 

with locally generated AIW's difficult. The spectral spread, however, 

does not totally preclude observation of TID's at night. 
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ViimiiUsi.nuUiiK   the .ibovc condition,   the Hoaer site vas found  In 

pMrral   to be   in excellent   location for TID •tudl* •.     Unusually lone 

trains oi  mn'ilturn-scale TID's were observed arriving  fro« the north, 

prub.iblv tron within the auroral oval and quite poaslbly fron the »idnight 

sector.     Anuther xroup of  nedluu-scale TID'a was found that did not 

appear  to uriKlnate  fro« the auroral or the polar region.    The observation 

of  two classes of medium-scale TID's at Homer nay account for long- 

staniUng; cunfustan In the  interpretation of mld-latltudc TID observations. 

It   Is possible  that one of  the two classes of medium-scale TID'-. 

ohservod at Homer  1» of meteorological origin and the other of auroral 

origin,  but  the current data base  is  insufficient  to test this hypothesis. 

It  Is strongly suggested that longer-term observations be performed at 

the Homer site  in order to study the morphological characteristics of 

high-latitude TID's.    The  first priority of such a study should be  to 

(ictcrmine the diurnal variation of arrival direction,  for comparison with 

that expected for a source located in the midnight sector of the auroral 

oval.     If such a source exists,   it should be possible to "track" its 

motion around the geomagnetic pole by means of observations at Homer. 

In addition to medium-scale TID's,  several other types of interesting 

F-layer disturbances were observed in the present program.    They included 

one type that appeared to consist of very large TID's, vhich traveled 

past the array at high velocity, and another previously recognised type 

associated with geomagnetic variations.    Beyond these, however,  two 

unusual events were noted that may represent newly discovered phenomena; 

so far as  is known they are unique to the high-latitude observatiens 

carried out at Homer in the present program. 

In summary, the research reported herein (1) is consistent with the 

view that Auroral Infrasonic Waves (AIWs) result from Pedersen drift of 

ions associated with equatorward-propagating supersonic arcs,  although 
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it  Is not definitive on  this point.   (2)  has  yielded  identificatlo:» oi  .in 

.luroral-substom radar signature;  and (3) has denonstrated  the  fo.-slbllity 

ol   ubservin« Trawling   Ionospheric Disturbances (TID's)  at  a  high-latitude- 

(HUbaunmil)   site.     More detailed oli»ervation« *ith a planned  398-.IM/, 

phased-array,  auroral   radar .ind   longor-tfrm Hl-Dopplcr observations are 

suggested ns  means of   further understanding AWs,   Tin's,   and  related 

ionospheric phenomenu   impori-ml  to gconcoustlc research> 
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